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IN THE HIGH COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA
(WESTERN CAPE DIVISION, CAPE TOWN)
CASE NO. 11580/2022
In the matter between:

OBSERVATORY CIVIC ASSOCIATION
GORINGHAICONA KHOI KHOIN INDIGENOUS
TRADITIONAL COUNCIL

First Applicant

Second Applicant

and

JODY AUFRIGHTIG N.O.
JAMES OTTO TANNEBERGER N.O.
NICHOLAS SCOTT FERGUSON N.O.
ALLAN JAMES FLYNN MUNDELL N.O.
ADAM JOHN BLOW N.O.
CITY OF CAPE TOWN

First Respondent
Second Respondent
Third Respondent
Fourth Respondent
Fifth Respondent
Sixth Respondent

THE MINISTER FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENT,
ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS & DEVELOPMENT
PLANNING, WESTERN CAPE PROVINCIAL
GOVERNMENT
WESTERN CAPE FIRST NATIONS COLLECTIVE

Seventh Respondent
Eighth Respondent

THE ANSWERING AFFIDAVIT OF THE FIRST TO THE FIFTH RESPONDENTS

I, the undersigned,
JAMES OTTO TANNENBERGER
do hereby make oath and declare as follows:
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1.

I am an adult male businessman and a trustee of the Liesbeek Leisure
Properties Trust (No. IT 248/2015(N)) ("LLPT"). I am duly authorised to depose
to this affidavit on behalf of the first, the third, the fourth and the fifth
respondents, who are the remaining trustees of LLPT (collectively "the LLPT
respondents" or "LLPT"). I annex a copy of a resolution of the LLPT trustees

marked 'JT1 '.

2.

Unless the context indicates otherwise, the facts deposed to in this affidavit are
within my personal knowledge and are, to the best of my belief, both true and
accurate. Where I make legal submissions, I do so on the advice of LLPT's
legal representatives. Where I rely on information conveyed to me by others, I
state the source, which information I likewise believe to be true and correct.

3.

I have read the founding affidavit of Professor L London (the founding affidavit)
and the confirmatory affidavit of Mr T Jenkins filed on behalf of the first applicant
("OCA") and the second applicant ("GKKITC") respectively.

Overview

4.

The applicants seek in the form of a rule nisi to enforce the order in paragraph
145.1 of the judgment handed down by Goliath DJP on 18 March 2022 under
case no. 12994/2021 ("the judgment), and they seek to hold the first to the fifth
respondents in contempt of court for the alleged wilful and mala fide breach of
this order, together with other supplementary orders.

5.

Pending the return day of the rule nisi the applicants seek interim interdictory
relief preventing the respondents from undertaking or progressing any
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construction of any building or structure, or any earthworks or other work on erf
151832 in respect of or in connection with the River Club development. This is
the relief in prayer 3 of the Notice of Motion (read with prayer 2.2).

6.

The application for interim interdictory relief has been set down for hearing on
12 July 2022, when the applicants will also seek the issue of the rule nisi framed
in paragraph 2 of their notice of motion.

7.

In the circumstances and given the extremely short time the respondents have
been given to answer (only one working day), this affidavit addresses only the
claim for an interim interdict, as the only relief being claimed at this stage. The
further relief provided for in the rule nisi will, in the main, be addressed in the
answering affidavit filed in anticipation of the hearing on the return day of the
rule nisi.

I deal with the rule nisi relief in this affidavit only to the extent

necessary for answering the claim for interim interdictory relief. A failure to
address any allegation in the founding affidavit must, therefore, not be
construed as an admission thereof.

8.

Given the constrained and difficult circumstances under which this affidavit has
had to be prepared, LLPT has not been able to obtain all the confirmatory
affidavits which it otherwise would have secured. Where hearsay material is
included in this affidavit, I respectfully ask that the court permits the introduction
of such evidence, in the interests of justice, due regard being had to the
circumstances.

9.

In particular, the LLPT has endeavoured, but been unable, to obtain
confirmatory affidavits from Ms Reuther of SRK and Mr Haldane of MLC
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Quantity Surveyors. The LLPT respondents relied on their evidence in the Part
A proceedings, and continue to do so in answer to this application. Ms Reuther
and Mr Haldane are both overseas. The LLPT respondents have, accordingly,
been unable to obtain confirmatory affidavits from them, but the relevant
extracts of their respective affidavits and evidence in Part A are attached where
relevant, and I request that they be admitted in the interests of justice.

10.

The LLPT respondents' understanding of the nature and effect of the order is,
briefly, as follows.

10.1.

The interdict in paragraph 145.1(a) of the judgment is final in effect.
The consultation in question is to be completed before the hearing of
the review application.

10.2.

The order in paragraphs 145.1(a) and 145.1(b) are both based on the
same findings in respect of inadequate engagement with First Nations
Groups. These findings are final and definitive.

10.3.

The attack on the engagement and consultation process was a central
pillar in the applicants' challenge to the environmental decisions. In oral
argument presented to the court in relation to prospects of success in
the review, the alleged problem with the consultation process became,
by considerable measure,

the main focus

of the applicants'

submissions on why they should succeed in the review. The applicants
made lengthy and detailed submissions in this regard.

(j)
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10.4.

Goliath DJP found, in unmistakably final and definitive terms, that the
meaningful engagement and consultation with First Nations Groups
that was required for the purposes of the heritage impact assessment
had in fact not taken place. The order in paragraph 145.1 (a) required
that this process be commenced forthwith, and conducted to
completion.

10.5.

Given that the relief in paragraph 145.1(a) is based on firm conclusions
as to the adequacy of the consultation process with First Nations
Groups, the judgment has finally determined an issue at the heart of
the review application. The question of whether or not there has been
the required level of consultation and engagement with First Nations
Groups is now res judicata.

10.6.

Section 18( 1) of the Superior Courts Act sets out the general position
that the operation and execution of a decision that is the subject of an
application for leave to appeal or of an appeal is automatically
suspended, pending the decision of the application or appeal.

10. 7.

The general position under s 18( 1) is subject to the provisos in
sections 18(2) and 18(3).

Section 18(2) is relevant for present

purposes. It provides that the operation and execution of a decision
that is an interlocutory order not having the effect of a final judgment is
not suspended pending the decision of the application or appeal, unless
the court under exceptional circumstances orders otherwise and
subject to subsection (3).
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10.8.

The order in paragraph 145.1 (a) does not qualify as an interlocutory
order not having the effect of a final judgment, and hence section 18(2)
of the Act finds no application.

10.9.

The applicants' abandonment of the order in paragraph 145.1 (a) does
not alter the nature and effect of the order.

The order remains in

existence with all its intended legal consequences, and may be
enforced by other affected First Nations Peoples. The abandonment
simply means that the applicants have abandoned their rights to
enforce the order.

11 .

As regards the rule nisi sought in prayer 2 of the Notice of Motion, it is
incompetent or its meaning unclear in at least three respects:

11.1.

First, the order sought in prayer 2.1 is incompetent insofar as it purports
to extend the reach of the scope of the interdict ordered in paragraph
145.1 of the judgment.

It also relies to an impermissible degree on

Goliath DJ P's judgment in the application for leave ("the LTA
judgment") as a basis for the proper construction of the interdict. The

LLPT respondents are advised that the judgment, including the order in
paragraph 145.1, is to construed objectively and to speak for itself.
Goliath DJP's judgment in the LTA judgment cannot amend, add to or
change in any material way the meaning and effect of the judgment.

11.2.

Equally, the interdict sought in prayer 2.2 is not aligned with the order
in paragraph 145.1 of the judgment, and there is no basis for the
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granting of any self-standing or additional interdictory relief over and
above that granted in the judgment.

12.

I turn now to addressing the two issues that are pertinent for the upcoming
hearing, namely (i) urgency and (ii) whether the applicants have met the
requirements for urgent interim interdictory relief pending the return day of the
rule nisi.

Urgency

13.

On 27 June 2022 LLPT's attorney, Mr Smith of Nicholas Smith Attorneys
advised the applicants' attorney, Mr Wessels of Cullinan & Associates that
LLPT was recommencing construction on erf 151832, being the property that
is the subject of the order (annexure 'LL6' to founding affidavit).

14.

Cullinan & Associates responded in a letter of 28 June 2022, calling amongst
other things for an undertaking by 1 July 2022 that no further works would be
undertaken on erf 151832, failing which the applicants would institute contempt
proceedings. On 29 June 2022 (annexure 'LL?' to the founding affidavit) Mr
Smith responded. The required undertaking was not given. Mr Smith pointed
out that there was a difference between the parties regarding the interpretation
and effect of the judgment and order.

15.

I would point out in this regard that LLPT's application to the Supreme Court of
Appeal (SCA) for leave to appeal against the judgment had been sent to
Cullinan & Associates on 1 June 2022.

That application sets out LLPT's

understanding of the judgment and order, based on legal advice given to it.
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16.

Approximately two working weeks later, on the afternoon of Friday 8 July 2022,
the present application was delivered to LLPT's attorneys of record. The notice
of motion sets an entirely unrealistic timetable, effectively giving LLPT little over
one working day after the intervening weekend to prepare and file its answering
papers which are required to be delivered an hour before the contemplated
commencement of the hearing of the matter on 12 July 2022.

17.

The urgency of the matter does not by any stretch justify so abbreviated a
timetable. The LLPT respondents cannot reasonably be expected to file papers
doing justice to their case.

In addition, the timetable makes entirely

unacceptable demands on the presiding judge who has to read into and prepare
for the case.

18.

Not only does the apprehended harm not justify this level of urgency, the
applicants themselves have contributed to the urgency they now contend for.
While allowing the LLPT respondents just over one working day, the applicants
allowed two working weeks to pass before launching the application.

19.

The applicants address urgency in paragraph 94 of their founding affidavit, in
five desultory lines. They make no attempt whatsoever to justify the drastically
short notice upon which this matter has been enrolled for hearing.

20.

In these circumstances, the LLPT respondents submit that the interim interdict
application should be struck from the roll for lack of urgency, alternatively
postponed for the filing of full papers and the preparation of heads of argument,
thereby allowing for the considered determination of the matter.
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21 .

In what follows, I address the requirements for interim interdictory relief and
explain why none of them have been met by the applicants.

The requirements for interim interdictory relief

22.

The LLPT respondents have been advised that the requirements which an
applicant for an interim interdict has to satisfy are the following:

(a)

A prima facie right;

(b)

A well-grounded apprehension of irreparable harm if the interim interdict
is not granted and the ultimate relief is eventually granted;

(c)

A balance of convenience in favour of the granting of the interim interdict;
and

(d)

23.

The absence of any other alternative remedy.

I deal with these requirements in turn, with reference to the relevant paragraphs
in the founding affidavit.

A prima facie right

24.

The applicants contend that they have not merely a prima facie right, but a clear
right to the enforcement of the interdict against the LLPT's construction of the
River Club development. They contend (at paragraph 76.1) that the interdict
"was intended by Goliath DJP to enter immediately into force and to continue
into operation notwithstanding any appeals lodged against if'.
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25.

This appears to be the fundamental premise of the application for urgent
interdictory relief.

26.

I am advised and submit that the applicants' case is flawed because, even if
this is what Goliath DJP may have intended in paragraph 145.1 (b ), the order in
paragraph 145.1 of the judgment must be read, and is binding on the
respondents, as a whole. The order in paragraph 145.1 (a) is final in effect and
definitive of the rights of the parties on the crucial matter of consultation.

27.

The operation of Goliath DJP's order is thus suspended pending the
determination of the respondents' applications for leave to appeal in the SCA
(and the determination of the appeals if leave is granted in due course).

28.

That Goliath DJP's order is of final effect on the issue of meaningful
engagement and consultation is apparent both from the terms of the order itself,
and from the judgment.

28.1.

The order in paragraph 145.1 of the judgment is of a hybrid nature. It
interdicted the LLPT from "undertaking any further construction,
earthworks or other works on erf 151832, Observatory, Western Cape
to implement the River Club development ... pending:
"(a) Conclusion of meaningful engagement and consultation with
all affected First Nations Peoples as envisaged in the interim
and final comments of HWC [Heritage Western Cape].
(b) The final determination of the review proceedings in Part B."

11
28.2.

The interdict in paragraph (a) is final in effect, as the consultation is
required to be conducted notwithstanding, and independently of, the
pending review proceedings in Part B.

28.3.

Moreover, the meaningful engagement and consultation must be
conducted before the review proceedings in Part B, with the outcome
of the process to be incorporated in the record of the review. That this
was Goliath DJ P's intention is apparent in the following passages of the
judgment:

28.3.1.

At paragraph 137, Goliath DJP stated:

" ... In my view there is no reason why an urgent review
cannot be heard in this matter, after proper consultation
with the affected First Nation Peoples. . . . The construction
must be halted in order to embark on a proper consultation
process."
28.3.2.

At paragraph 142, she stated:

"I am mindful that further engagement with First Nation
Groups ma y result in a dela y in the reviewing hearing.
Furthermore, the preparation of the Rule 53 record may
also result in

further delays

in

expediting review

proceedings. However, Respondents were aware of the
pending legal action, and there is no need to delay the filing

of the Rule 53 record in this matter.

Any additional

information arising from further engagement with First
Nations Groups can be filed at a later stage."
28.3.3.

And, at paragraph 143, Goliath DJP held:
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"I am of the view that the fundamental right to culture and
heritage of Indigenous Groups, more particularly the Khoi
and San First Nations Peoples, are under threat in the
absence of proper consultation, and that the construction
of the River Club should stop immediately. pending
compliance with this fundamental requirement. "
29.

Had Goliath DJP intended the order she granted to be purely interlocutory, she
would have confined her order to the interim interdict in paragraph (b ). She did
not do so, because she made definitive findings that there was inadequate
consultation and engagement with First Nations Groups. I refer, in particular to
the findings made in paragraphs 130 and 131 of the judgment, where Goliath
DJP held:

29.1.

"in my view, Arendse [the independent heritage consultant first
appointed by the Province and then LLPTJ was conflicted and his
position as an objective and trusted expert to facilitate meaningful
consultations

with

those

opposed

to

the

development

was

compromised;"

29.2.

With reference to the contents of Mr Arendse's report, Goliath DJP held
that "the perception of Jenkins that Arendse was biased in favour of the
[First Nations Collective] was reasonable in the circumstances.
Consequently, the AFMAS report is tainted and cannot serve the
purpose it was intended for''; and

29.3.

"I am accordingly satisfied that all affected First Nations groups were
not adequately consulted regarding the River Club development. I am
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further satisfied that those who were excluded or not adequately
consulted may suffer irreparable harm should the construction continue
pending review proceedings ... "

30.

Those findings evidently informed the order in paragraph 145.1 (a), which
directed consultations and meaningful engagement "as envisaged in the interim
and final comments of [Heritage Western Cape]".

31.

Thus, properly read in the context of the judgment, Goliath DJP intended to,
and did as a matter of law, issue an order in paragraph 145.1(a) that (despite
its form) is offinal effect and definitive of the rights of the parties on the question
of consultation, and disposes of a substantial part of the relief sought in the
review.

32.

I am advised and submit that, since Goliath DJP made a definitive finding that
meaningful engagement and consultation is required, and a corresponding
order, the question of whether or not there has been the required level of
engagement and consultation with First Nations Groups may now be said to be
res iudicata.

33.

I am further advised that the effect of the respondents' pending applications for
leave to appeal against the whole of the court's order is, accordingly, to
suspend its operation under section 18( 1) of the Superior Courts Act.

34.

The applicants' contention that they have 'a clear right' to the immediate
enforcement of the order, notwithstanding the respondents' filing of applications
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for leave to appeal, is therefore wrong. They have no such right, nor even such
a prima facie right.

35.

That the applicants appreciate the final effect of the order in paragraph 145.1(a)
is evidenced by:

35.1.

their abandonment of the relief in paragraph 145.1 (a) by filing a rule
42( 1) notice on 13 April 2022. That abandonment was precipitated by
the respondents' applications for leave to appeal in the High Court,
which advanced the case that the relief in paragraph 145.1 (a) was of
final effect and appealable as such. The applicants responded to that
contention by filing the Rule 42( 1) notice to abandon their reliance on
(a) in the apparent belief that by doing so they could effectively excise
that part of the order. (I am advised this is incorrect, as I explain below);
and

35.2.

the alternative relief they now seek in prayer 2.8 of the notice of motion,
for an order under section 18(3) of the Superior Courts Act, for the
immediate operation of Goliath DJ P's order pending any appeal.

The applicants' contrary arguments

36.

At paragraphs 66 to 73 of the founding affidavit, the applicants advance the
contrary argument that Goliath DJP's order is an interlocutory one whose
operation is not suspended by the respondents' applications for leave to appeal
(as contemplated in section 18(2) of the Superior Courts Act). While this is
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matter for legal argument, I make the following observations at this stage on
the basis of legal advice:

36.1.

Neither of the passages from the High Court judgment quoted in
paragraphs 69.1 and 69.2 of the founding affidavit, have the meaning
and effect contended for.

36.2.

Whatever reliance may be placed on the LTA judgment as an aid to
interpret or explain the order, it was not open to Goliath DJP to extend
or alter the judgment or order in the LTA judgment, as the court is
functus officio.

36.3.

To the extent that the LTA judgment purports to convey that the whole
of the High Court's order is interlocutory in meaning and effect, and is
not premised on definitive findings on the adequacy of consultation, the
LTA judgment impermissibly alters the substance of the judgment and
order, and no reliance can be placed thereon.

36.4.

Paragraph 14 of the LTA judgment (which the applicants place
particular reliance on) does not have the meaning they contend for.
Goliath DJP did not say (as the applicants appear to suggest), that the
issue of consultation remained a live issue in the review because her
findings on consultation in light of the HWC's comments were
"provisional" and the order in paragraph 145.1 (a) interim in effect.
Instead, Goliath DJP reasoned in paragraph 14 that there was another
basis for requiring consultation which had nothing to do with the findings
and order in the judgment (and which the applicants had abandoned
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reliance on) - i.e., consultation as a condition of approval in the City's
municipal planning authorisation, as opposed to consultation as per the
HWC's comments. Goliath DJP thus found that the issue of consultation
thus remained a live issue in the review, notwithstanding the applicants'
abandonment of the order in paragraph 145.1(a), because there was
another basis for requiring it.

37.

In paragraphs 70 to 72 of the founding affidavit, the applicants allege that the
LLPT respondents have been expedient in applying to appeal the order in
paragraph 145.1 (a) instead of applying for its rescission, as two of the grounds
of appeal are cause for rescission. This allegation is incorrect and unjustified.

37 .1.

It is by no means clear to the LLPT respondents that there is a case for
rescission under Rule 42. The consultation order was not erroneously
sought or erroneously granted in the absence of the applicants for leave
to appeal; there is no ambiguity, patent error or omission in the
consultation order; nor is the order the result of a mistake common to
the parties.

37.2.

Further, the LLPT respondents have applied for leave to appeal against
the High Court's order on numerous grounds (including the two referred
to by the applicants). Appealing the High Court's order, and addressing
all grounds of appeal at once, is manifestly more efficient and costeffective than a piecemeal rescission application, even if such
application were open to the respondents. This is especially so in
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circumstances where other respondents have sought leave to appeal
the High Court's order.

37.3.

Moreover, if refused, an application for rescission would itself become
the subject of an appeal process, resulting in undesirable, piecemeal
litigation.

38.

The applicants are also incorrect in asserting, in paragraph 73 of the founding
affidavit, that "the character of the order as interim has been pronounced upon
by Goliath DJP in her judgment on the applications for leave to appeal".

As

explained, Goliath DJP did not - and could not- alter the meaning and effect
of her order.

39.

At paragraph 36 of the LTA judgment, Goliath DJP found only that it was not in
the interests of justice to grant leave to appeal in light of the abandonment of
the order in paragraph 145(1)(a). She made no finding as to the nature and
effect of the order she had given.

40.

Further, and to the extentthat Goliath DJP may have found (in paragraph 16 of
the LTA judgment) that the applicants' abandonment of the order in paragraph
145.1(a) had the effect of excising that part of the order - so that all that
remained was the interim interdict in paragraph 145.1 (b) - this is clearly wrong
in law. As such, the finding is not "authoritative and binding" on this Court as
the applicants contend. The principle of issue estoppel ought also not to be
applied in these circumstances.

41.

I am advised in this regard that:
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41.1.

The effect of the applicants' abandonment of the order in paragraph
145.1 (a) is not to nullify the order or render it inoperative in toto. All
that abandonment signifies is that the applicants have elected to waive
their rights in terms of the order (i.e., their right to enforce the order).
The judgment and order still remain in existence, with all the intended
legal consequences, and the order remains operative against other
interested and affected parties.

41.2.

The order in paragraph 145.1 (a) does not operate to the exclusive
benefit of the second applicant a quo ('GKKITC') but to the benefit of
the unidentified First Nations Peoples which the High Court held had
been 'excluded' from consultations in the environmental authorisation
process.

42.

For all these reasons, the applicants' contention that they have a clear right to
the enforcement of the order for interim interdictory relief is incorrect.

Given

the true nature of the order and the fact that applications for leave to appeal
against it are pending before the SCA, the applicants do not have even a prima
facie right to enforcement of the order at this stage.

Irreparable harm

43.

The applicants do not make out any case for irreparable harm. Instead they
contend, at paragraph 76.2 of the founding affidavit, that (i) they have
established a clear right, with the result that the requirement of irreparable harm
falls away; and (ii) Goliath DJP has decided the question of irreparable harm in
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the applicants' favour, and the Court is bound by her findings.

Both these

claims are incorrect.

44.

The applicants have not established a clear right to the interim interdict, for the
reasons already given. The applicants must, therefore, show irreparable harm
should the interim interdict they seek pending the return day be refused.

45.

Goliath DJP decided the question of irreparable harm in the context of the
interim interdict sought pending the final determination of the review in Part B.
She found that the applicants would be prejudiced if the River Club
development were to proceed pending the review in that, by the time the review
application was heard, the development at that stage might be substantially
complete and this would potentially prevent the granting of effective and
appropriate relief in the Part B review proceedings.

46.

The question which has to be considered in the present context is what harm
the applicants will sustain in the relatively short interval between the grant of
the rule nisi and the return date. (The applicants themselves point out that the
issues arising for determination are not complex and that the return date need
not be protracted.) Clearly, the prejudice Goliath DJP found in deciding Part A
is irrelevant to this enquiry.

47.

The applicants do not point to any irreparable harm they will suffer, other than
that this Court should not permit its orders to be flouted. While the latter point
is obviously correct, it does not address any particular or peculiar harm of the
applicants, and it assumes a contravention of the order in paragraph 145 of the
judgment, which is an issue that will only be determined on the return day.
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The LLPT's irreparable harm was dealt with in detail in its answering affidavit in
the Part A proceedings and (save for in one inconsequential respect) little was
placed in issue by the applicants. The harm addressed was not only harm to
LLPT, but also harm to other persons and the public interest if the development
were stopped in its tracks.

49.

In outlining the harm which would ensue if continued work were to be
interdicted, LLPT indicated that a development agreement had been concluded
with Amazon Development Centre (South Africa) (Pty) Ltd ("ADC"), in respect
of the significant components in the development which would provide for the
accommodation of web services for Amazon and a call centre, in three buildings
comprising the first stage of the development on Precinct 2A ("the ADC
premises"). ADC has an option for the construction of an additional two

buildings in this precinct in due course.

50.

Various agreements have been concluded between LLPT and ADC, including
a development agreement and lease agreements.

51 .

The current approved development is entirely dependent on the involvement of
ADC in terms of the development agreement and the lease agreements. The
development agreement provides for anticipated practical completion dates, a
handover date, a lease commencement date, and the like. In the time available,
I have not been able to outline all relevant details in this regard - if necessary,
reference may be had to LLPT's answering affidavit in the Part A proceedings.

52.

As pointed out elsewhere, there has already been construction programme
slippage and delays of various kinds, causing pressure to the construction
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programme and leaving little latitude for further delays.

ADC agreed in

November 2021 to reset the practical completion date and the lease
commencement date, by approximately three months (to 30 November 2022
and December 2022 respectively), but it has consistently made it clear that it
cannot and will not tolerate any further significant delay.

53.

In this context, it was pointed out that should the interim interdict be granted
pending the final determination of the Part B relief, LLPT had been advised that
further work on the development would be halted for anything between 12 to 24
months, if not longer.

Any such delay would heighten the risk of ADC

terminating the development agreement and the lease agreements, as it would
be entitled to do. It was on good reason expected by LLPT that a reduced delay
of 6 months could also well result in termination by ADC, imperilling the
completion of the development entirely. Subsequent to the judgment and the
approximately three month construction stoppage which followed, ADC has
become increasingly concerned at the ongoing delay. Any further stoppage to
the programme, whatever the period, increases the risk considerably.

54.

It was pointed out in LLPT's answering affidavit in Part A that ADC's exit from
the River Club development would almost certainly result in the development
not going ahead. This remains the case.

55.

Environmental consultant S Reuther of SRK Consulting South Africa (Pty) Ltd
also dealt with the socio-economic impacts of the development, in the Part A
proceedings. I summarise key aspects of her evidence on the impacts of the
development:
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55.1.

Estimated capital investment costs amount to R3.9billion, with the total
investment representing approximately 1.4% of the City's 2015 GDP.

55.2.

Total economic input could be increased by approximately R7.4billion
over the 3 to 5 year construction period.

55.3.

5239 workers would be employed during the 30 month construction
period, peaking at 8382 workers.

55.4.

Ms Reuther estimated that the development might increase total
employment by some 19 000 jobs, with the cost of direct employment
during the construction period being at some R1 .63billion.

56.

Further economic benefits and impacts described by Ms Reuther concerned
the increase in State and local government revenue and housing benefits. I
annex a copy of Ms Reuther's affidavit marked 'JT2'. I ask that her evidence
in annexure 'JT2' be admitted in these proceedings, in the interests of justice.
As explained, I have been unable to obtain a confirmatory affidavit from her in
the short time afforded the respondents to answer the application.

57.

The City in its answering papers in the Part A proceedings also addressed the
socio-economic benefits of the development, which the City and the Province
stand to lose if the development were terminated. In this regard I attach, as
annexure 'JT3', the affidavit of the City's Director of Enterprise and
Development, Mr Lance Greyling filed in Part A. I respectfully direct this
Honourable Court, in particular, to the contents of paragraph 38 (and
subparagraphs) thereof.
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58.

The development agreement provides for a range of penalties payable by LLPT
to ADC, in the event of delay. In the event of ADC not cancelling the agreement
should the development be suspended by an interim interdict, LLPT pointed out
that it would be liable to ADC for liquidated damages equal to two days of
principal rent as defined in the lease agreements for every day of delay, until
the premises are delivered.

These damages amount to approximately

R450 000.00 for every day of delay.

59.

FirstRand Bank Ltd, acting through its Rand Merchant Bank Division ("RMB"),
has agreed to provide infrastructure and development finance to LLPT for the
development. A development facility agreement and an infrastructure
development facility agreement have been signed. In terms of the development
facility agreement RMB is to make available R1 106 684 000.00 as a
development loan facility, repayable 30 months after the first advance date.

60.

Both of these agreements provide for the consequence of events of default,
entitling RMB to cancel. In addition to a non-refundable fee of R1 827 169.00
(for infrastructure) and R8 300 000.00 (for the development facility) for which
LLPT will be liable, RMB will be entitled to immediate repayment of all advances
made to LLPT prior to cancellation, plus interest until paid, as well as recovery
of all damages it may suffer as a result of cancellation. In the event of RMB's
cancellation LLPT will be liable to RMB for substantial costs and damages, over
and above liability for debt restructuring fees. In addition, penalties payable to
RMB on cancellation of the loan agreement as and for damages, are estimated
to amount to R22 120 000.00 in respect of the development loan facility
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agreement and R1 620 000.00 in respect of the infrastructure development
facility agreement.

61 .

LLPT is also liable for a range of construction costs and penalties. The main
contractor for the development is WBHO Construction (Pty) Ltd.

62.

Quantity surveyors MLC Quantity Surveyors SA (Pty) Ltd calculated various
potential wasted and sunk costs, in the event of development not proceeding
as well as in the event of various delays. I attach a copy of the affidavit of Mr
G Haldane of MLC Quantity Surveyors, which forms part of LLPT's answering
papers in the Part A proceedings, marked 'JT4'. I request that this affidavit be
admitted as evidence in these proceedings, in the interests of justice.

63.

Mr Haldane points out that a delay in building work of 12 to 24 months would
result in the termination of the building contract. Were the building contractor
to remain on standby to resume the works, LLPT would be liable to it for
standing time calculated over 18 months, of R115 067 517.00. Various other
substantial amounts will be payable to the building contractor for standing time,
depending on options which the contractor may seek to exercise in the event
of further delay.

64.

The single point which the applicants have hitherto put up in response to the
irreparable harm to LLPT which would ensue was that RMB had advanced
development finance to LLPT in terms of a binding term sheet which had lapsed
on 31 May 2021 and that the more detailed development finance agreement
which was to replace it had not been concluded at the time of the Part A hearing.
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65.

This fact was and is of no consequence. LLPT had incurred development
finance obligations to RMB on the basis of the term sheet. That agreement was
intended to be, and has now been, superseded by the more detailed
development facility agreement. There was and is no basis at all to dispute the
extent of LLPT's exposure to RMB.

I would point out that that particular

indebtedness is merely one component (and while large, it is relatively
insignificant in the overall scheme of things) of the catastrophic damage that
LLPT and the wider public will sustain should the development not proceed.

66.

I have set out above an outline of the potential harm to LLPT, particularly in
relation to the ongoing existential threat to the development proceeding. The
extent of that threat and harm deepens and grows more likely with each
additional delay and each passing day the work is paused.

Work was

suspended for some 3 months. That has significantly increased LLPT's
exposure and has operated to further diminish any tolerance of RMB and ADC
for yet further delays.

67.

Aside from the broader knock-on consequences and costs which will be
occasioned by the stoppage which the applicants now seek, LLPT's holding
costs at present amount to R7 million a month, in respect of both RMB and
other funding. LLPT has asked Mr Haldane to provide a more detailed schedule
and breakdown of these costs, and every attempt will be made to have this
available by the time the matter is heard. Suffice it say for present purposes
that the LLPT is paying up to R3.5 million per month for cranes, scaffolding and
the cost of a skeleton crew of the contractor's employers; and financing costs
to RMB are running at just under R3.5 million per month.
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Balance of convenience

68.

The applicants do not address the requirement that the balance of convenience
should favour the granting of the interim interdict. They contend at paragraph
76.3 of the founding affidavit that since they have a clear right to an interim
interdict, this requirement 'has a limited role to play'. But they are incorrect in
this assumption, and they are obliged to meet the balance of convenience
requirement.

69.

They evidently cannot do so. The applicants have not substantiated their claim
of prejudice, nor produced any evidence to show that they will be prejudiced
(let alone suffer irreparable harm) if the interdict they seek pending the return
day is refused. They again loosely invoke the finding in the judgment that they
had shown a reasonable apprehension of irreparable harm if the interim
interdict pending a final determination of the review were not to be granted.
That is a wholly different enquiry. (I refer to paragraphs 76.2, 76.3 and 86 of
the founding affidavit in this regard.)

70.

On the other hand, LLPT stands to be seriously prejudiced if the interim interdict
is granted pending the return day.

71.

The balance of convenience thus strongly favours the refusal of the interim
interdict pending the return day of the rule nisi.
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Submissions in respect of the contempt order

72.

I have explained why the LLPT respondents adopt the approach that the
operation of the orders in the judgment have been suspended in terms of
section 18( 1) of the Superior Courts Act. This approach has been taken on the
basis of advice furnished by the LLPT's legal team .

73.

After the handing down of the judgment on 18 March 2022, LLPT suspended
construction on the site. Thereafter legal advice was taken on the merits of the
judgment and the prospects of appealing it, if considered necessary and
appropriate.

74.

On receipt of legal advice and after considering its position, LLPT lodged an
application for leave to appeal on 28 March 2022. Its application, together with
similar applications for leave to appeal from the sixth to the eighth respondents
were heard by Goliath DJP on 14 April 2022. Judgment in the leave to appeal
was handed down approximately a month later, on 5 May 2022.

75.

The applicants' legal team had to again assess the position and to determine
the appropriate way forward.

LLPT was advised that it could submit an

application to the SCA for leave to appeal, which it duly did on 1 June 2022.

76.

On or about 5 May 2022, LLPT received a written opinion from senior counsel
and junior counsel ("the opinion"), confirming their earlier oral advice given to
LLPT regarding the operation of sections 18(1) and 18(2) of the Act to the
judgment. I attach a copy of this opinion marked 'JT5'.
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77.

In resuming construction on the site, LLPT has relied on and reasonably
accepted as being correct the conclusions furnished in the opinion, which
coincided with the prior oral legal advice received by LLPT.

In the

circumstances, the suggestions by the applicants that LLPT's application to the
SCA for leave to appeal reveals an understanding that the application for leave
to appeal (and any appeal which might follow) had no effect on the operation of
the interdict is misconceived.

78.

The paragraphs in Mr Smith's affidavit in the LTA application to the SCA to
which the applicants refer (paragraphs 72, 73, 76 and 81) deal with the
consequences of the granting of the interim interdict, in the context of why the
SCA should consider granting leave to appeal. That is an entirely different
enquiry to the question now under consideration, namely whether an
application for leave to appeal (and any appeal which might follow) would
suspend the operation of the interdict.

79.

In the circumstances, it is strenuously denied that LLPT's conduct was wilful
and ma/a fides. The applicants' case in this regard is based solely on their
assumption that there is no realistic prospect that LLPT could have arrived at a
sincere conclusion that the order was in fact suspended in terms of s 18( 1) of
the Act.

The receipt of the opinion in early May 2022 disposes of that

contention, as well as the inferences which the applicants seek to draw from
what is said in the LTA application to the SCA, which was lodged some time
after the opinion had been received.
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80.

LLPT has from the time the judgment was handed down on 18 March 2022
adopted the position that it could not afford to go forward on the basis of a series
of construction restarts and stoppages. Accordingly, after work on the site had
stopped in consequence of the order of 18 March 2022, LLPT decided to
maintain this position in the short term while legal advice was received and the
first steps in the appeal process were taken. This included the application for
leave to appeal heard on 14 April 2022 and the subsequent LTA judgment it
received on 5 May 2022.

81.

After submission of the LTA application to the SCA on 1 June 2022 and a further
evaluation of the costs and risks of further construction starts and stoppages,
LLPT concluded that the continuing delay with the construction programme was
proving to be so costly as to constitute a grave threat to the development. If the
construction delay were to continue pending the determination of Part B or the
earlier determination in LLPT's favour of any appeal against the Part A
judgment, in either event the future of the development was imperilled.

82.

In the circumstances, LLPT had little option but to act on the legal advice
received by it.

83.

I turn now to deal with the relevant paragraphs of the founding affidavit, to the
extent necessary and inasmuch as I am able to do so in the confined time
available to LLPT.

Ad seriatim answer

84.

Ad paragraphs 25-34 (relevant aspects of the applicants' case in Part A):
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84.1. The proposed development provides for the establishment of a cultural,
heritage and media centre. There will be an amphitheatre for cultural
performances, and an indigenous garden will be established and various
commemoration initiatives will be incorporated into the development,
such as the use of indigenous names and symbols. Furthermore, there
is to be the construction of a heritage eco trail around the development,
to align with First Nations' appreciation of the site's ecology, and to allow
visitors to experience that ecology on foot. These are positive aspects
that protect, elevate and celebrate the site's heritage resources.

84.2. The case which LLPT was called upon to meet in Part A was limited to
alleged violations of s 6(2)(b) and s 6(2)(a)(i) of the Promotion of
Administrative Justice Act 3 of 2000 (PAJA).

The founding papers

challenge the decisions of the environmental consenting authorities on
two grounds only:

84.2.1.

Their determination that the HIA complied with the content
requirements s 38(8) of the NHRA despite Heritage
Western Cape (HWC)'s conclusion to the contrary, was
ultra vires and usurped the function of HWC; and

84.2.2.

They acted unreasonably or irrationally concluding that the
HIA complied with s 38(8) of the NHRA, notwithstanding
HWC's assertions to the contrary.

84.3. As the matter progressed, the applicants sought to transform their case -
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84.3.1.

In reply they sought to bolster their s 6(2)(b) review,
alleging that HWC's 'recommendation' to supplement the
HIA with specialist input regarding 'intangible aspects' of
the Two Rivers area arose to the level of the mandatory
content requirement under s 38(3) of the NHRA.

New

matter in reply, consisting of general criticisms levelled
against Mr Arendse's report, purported to provide a factual
basis for the new review ground.

84.3.2.

In their heads of argument, the applicants abandoned the
ultra vires challenge, despite this forming the main focus

of the case.

Instead, they persisted with a limited

challenge on the basis of that the provincial decision
makers failed to take into account HWC's comments and
recommendations and that their decisions were thus
irrational.

84.3.3.

Finally, in a 100 page note on oral argument handed up on
the first day of the hearing, the case once again altered to
include

a

challenge that the consultation

process

conducted by Mr Arendse excluded First Nations Groups.

84.4. In the applicants' answer to LLPT's LTA application to the SCA the
applicants acknowledge that their case based on s 38(3) and s 38(8) of
the NHRA requires to be reformulated, with a different approach having
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been taken in the applicants' supplementary founding affidavits filed in
the Part B proceedings.

84.5. The applicants' Part A challenge on the basis of a misconceived
construction of s 38(8) of the NHRA having proved to be unsustainable,
that left the question of the excluded First Nations Group as the main
focus of the applicants' review challenge, as presented in Part A.

84.6. However, the founding papers made out an inadequate case of lack of
public participation, let alone a prima facie case on review. The founding
papers lacked any adequately particularised allegations that any specific
group did not participate or subsequently withdrew from any consultation
process, so as to reasonably alert LLPT that it was necessary to deal
with any alleged interest of such group in the River Club development or
facts relevant to the public participation and consultation processes as
they pertained to such groups in the answering papers.

84.7. In the event, Goliath DJP premised her findings:

84.7.1.

on impermissible inferences with regard to exclusion,
which the applicants sought to draw during oral argument
on the strength of portions of various annexures to the
founding, answering and replying affidavits when these
inferences had not been properly pleaded; and

84.7.2.

on

new

matter

in

reply

regarding

Mr Arendse's

methodology and his alleged ethical failures.
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84.8. In their supplementary founding papers in the Part B proceedings, the
applicants have continued to place the consultation and engagement
process at the forefront of their review challenge, endeavouring to
produce further evidence of excluded First Nations Groups and to
highlight deficiencies in the engagement and report of Mr Arendse. As
pointed out elsewhere, Goliath DJP has made final and definitive
findings on these aspects of the matter. In effect, the applicants in their
supplementary founding papers are seeking to introduce further
evidence to demonstrate that Goliath DJ P's findings are unimpeachable.
I point out that the admission and contents of the 17 affidavits from
alleged representatives of Khoi and San Groups that the applicants have
filed with their supplementary founding affidavit will be contested in the
Part B review proceedings and in this application at the appropriate time.

84.9. In their Part A papers the applicants were unable to point to any
intangible cultural heritage that had not been identified or assessed by
the decision-makers. More importantly, they were unable to (i) identify
any aspect of GKTTIC's cultural life that it would no longer be able to
enjoy; or (ii) demonstrate that the various conditions of approval would
not adequately safeguard any intangible cultural heritage associated
with the receiving environment. Instead, the real heritage benefits of the
development were met with vague and open-ended claims that the
development would result in the loss of intangible cultural heritage.

84.10. The founding papers presented no evidence in order to demonstrate that
the various conditions of authorisation designed to safeguard the

If
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intangible cultural heritage associated with the site or its receiving
environment were not adequate or appropriate.

84.11 . Furthermore, there was no factual basis laid in the applicants' papers to
support any alleged imminent or irreparable harm to the cultural rights of
GKKITC's members or the unnamed First Nations Groups who were
allegedly excluded due to claimed defects in the public participation
process.

84.12. I also point out that paragraph 30 of the founding affidavit overstates
what was common ground between the parties. The heritage impact
assessment fully details the historical significance of the site and the
broader areas. It is not common ground that the site is sacred in the
sense that there are burial grounds there (there are none), or that
ceremonies take or have taken place there.

85.

Ad paragraphs 36-43:

85.1 . The effect of the applicants' abandonment of paragraph 145.1 (a) is dealt
with elsewhere. The abandonment does not assist the applicants. The
paragraph 145.1 order still stands. It was intended by Goliath DJP to
serve the interests of the excluded First Nations Groups which she had
in mind, and it is framed accordingly.

85.2. While Goliath DJP pointed out in paragraph 36 of the LTA judgment that
the interim interdict was an order maintaining the status quo pending the
determination of Part B, she did not deal with the fact that she had made
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final and definitive findings on the consultation and engagement
process, and the lawfulness of Mr Arendse's AFMAS report, which
findings informed both paragraphs 145.1(a) and (b) of her order.

86.

Ad paragraphs 42-47 :

The relief which was sought and granted was specifically in relation to erf
151832. There is no basis for such relief to be revised, amplified or explained
by any further declaratory or interdictory relief sought by the applicants in the
present application.

87.

Ad paragraphs 48-53:

I have dealt elsewhere with the inference which is sought to be drawn from the
LTA application to the SCA to the effect that at that stage LLPT had no genuine
belief thats 18(2) of the Act was not of application.

88.

Ad paragraphs 54-62:

The unfolding events detailed in these paragraphs confirm that the alleged
harm which the applicants apprehend does not in any way justify the urgency
with which they approach this Court and that, second, the applicants' delay is
such that they cannot expect LLPT and the court to deal adequately with this
application in the unreasonably short time allowed by the applicants.

89.

Ad paragraphs 66-74:
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These paragraphs have been dealt with elsewhere and there is nothing further
which needs to be added at this stage.

90.

Ad paragraph 76:

The applicants' failure to meet the requirements for interim interdictory relief
have been dealt with. The applicants deal with this aspect of the matter in a
cursory manner, seemingly on the assumption that they have an unarguably
clear right. That view is misconceived.

91.

Ad paragraphs 77-88:

It is not necessary to deal with these paragraphs, which will be addressed in
the papers filed for the hearing on the return day.

92.

Ad paragraph 89:

The evidence put forward by LLPT in support of its position on irreparable harm
and the balance of convenience has been summarised above.

LLPT's

exposure to RMB is but one component of LLPT's prejudice, the prejudice to
other parties, and the public interest.

93.

Ad paragraph 90:

93.1. To date, in the Part A proceedings and in its opposition to the LTA
application to the SCA, the applicants have not challenged any aspect
of the LLPT's case on damage and irreparable harm, other than to cavil
about the RMB term sheet lapsing on 31 May 2021 and the development
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facility agreement not having been concluded when the applicants filed
their Part A replying papers.

93.2.

That complaint takes the matter nowhere. The development facility
agreement has been concluded and in any event the binding provisions
of the term sheet were acted on and LLPT has incurred very significant
obligations to RMB on the back of the various RMB agreements, all of
which are in place.

93.3. There is no good reason to cast doubt on LLPT's case as previously put
up in the Part A proceedings that ADC would almost certainly terminate
the agreements if the Part A interim relief were to be granted, and that
such relief would also entitle RMB to cancel the facility agreements.

93.4. That evidence was put up in the context of the projected delay in respect
of the final determination of the Part B proceedings. The fact that this
has not yet occurred in the wake of the 3 month construction suspension
between March and June 2022 in no way detracts from the probability of
ADC withdrawing and the development failing in the event of material
further delays occasioned by an ongoing suspension of construction.

Conclusion

94.

LLPT prays that the application for the relief in paragraph 3 of the notice of
motion be dismissed with costs, including the costs of two counsel.
Alternatively, that the relief be postponed to enable LLPT to adequately
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supplement its papers and for full written argument to be prepared and
submitted.

J"2::GER
I certify that the above signature is the true signature of the deponent who has
acknowledged to me that he knows and understands the contents of this affidavit,

which affidavit was signed and sworn to at ...Q.~~.¼.ct$ .... ... ... on this .. H~~ .. day of

...... :1.~.~..... '.f.-9~&.......... in accordance with the provisions of Regulation R128

dated 21 July 1972, as amended by Regulation R1648 dated 19 August 1977, R1428
dated 11 July 1980 and GNR774 of 23 April 1982.

COMM

Tevin KC ,I ones
Commissioner of Oaths
Practising Attorney SA
ENSafrica
The MARC I Tower 1
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ROUND ROBIN RESOLUTION OF THE TRUSTEES OF THE LIESBEEK LEISURE PROPERTIES TRUST

(Master's Reference Number IT 000248/2015(N))
("the Trust")

RECORDAL:

1.

In accordance with the powers of the trustees detennined in the Trust Deed and law:
The trustees of the Trust resolved in terms of a resolution to nominate, authorise, constitute and appointed the
firm of:
Nicholas Smith Attorney
Physical Address: 2nd Floor, 114 Bree Street Cape Town
Tel: +27(0)21 424 5826
and/or any director, partner and/or any employee thereof (of Nicholas Smith) as designated by the Trust in
writing, to be our representative and agent with full authority to act on behalf of the Trust in the matter in the
High Court of South Africa (Western Cape) under case number 12994/21 for the purpose ofopposing the relief
as claimed by the First and Second Applicants ("Applicants") against the Trust (as First Respondent) in the
Notice of Motion dated 2 August 2021; and address and respond to any objections, points of dispute, reviews
and appeals in this matter and to attend to matters ancillary thereto; and pursuing any other relief or remedy
and taking all necessary and incidental steps on behalf of the Trust in these proceedings.

2.

The Trustees wish to further appoint Norton Rose Fulbright South Africa Ines to be our representative and
agent with full authority to act on behalf of the Trust in relation to any contempt/interdictory proceedings or
similar or further ancillary or interlocutory relief that the Applicant's may seek following on the matter in the
High Court of South Africa (Western Cape) under case number 12994/21 and under case number
(11580/22).

IT WAS RESOLVED THAT:
1.

In accordance with the powers of the trustees determined in the Trust Deed and law:

1.1. the trustees of the Trust reconfirm the appointment of Nicholas Smith Attorney remains of full force and
effect; and

1.2. the trustees of the Trust hereby nominate, authorise, constitute and appointed the firm of Norton Rose
Fulbright South Africa Ines, represented by:
Jeffrey Kron I Director
Norton Rose Fulbright South Africa Ines
15 Alice Lane, Sandton 2196, South Africa
Tel +27 11 685 8873 I Mob +27 83 251 6876 I Fax 27 11 301 3200
,effrey.kron@nortonrosefulbright.com

and
3.

Peter Rogers I Senior Associate
Norton Rose Fulbright South Africa Inc
9th floor, 117 on Strand, 117 Strand Street, Cape Town 8001, South Africa
Tel +27 21 4051294 I Mob +27 713543710 I Fax +27 214186900
peter.rogers@nortonrosefulbriqht.com

and/or any director, partner and/or any employee thereof as determined and designated by Norton Rose
Fulbright South Africa Ines, to be our representative and agent with full authority to act on behalf of the Trust
in any contempt/interdictory proceedings or similar or further ancillary or interlocutory relief that the
Applicant's may seek following on the matter in the High Court of South Africa (Western Cape) under case
number 12994/21 and under case number (11580/22) for the purpose of opposing the relief as claimed by

the Applicants against the Trust; and address and respond to any objections, points of dispute, reviews and
appeals in this matter and to attend to matters ancillary thereto; and pursuing any other relief or remedy and
taking all necessary and incidental steps on behalf of the Trust in these proceedings.
(The actions referred to above to be collectively referred to as the "Approved Actions").
2.

JAMES O TANNENBERGER or any one of Trustees of the Trust acting in his capacity as trustee of the Trust,
be and is hereby authorised and empowered to -

2. 1. to depose to any affidavits on behalf of the Trust, and execute all documents, agreements or deeds on behalf of
the Trust, and any ancillary documents thereto, required to give effect to the Approved Actions.
2.2. generally to do everything that may be necessary for the implementation of the Approved Actions.

ALL TRUSTEES

7/8/2022
Signature:

Date:_ _ _ _ _ __ __

Signature:

Date:_ _ __ _ __ __

Signature:

Date:._ _ _ _ _ __ __

Signature:

Date: _ _ __ _ __ __

Signature:

Date: _ _ _ _ _ __ __
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ROU~D ROBIN RESOLUTION OF THE TRUSTEES OF THE UESBEEK LEISURE PROPERTIES TRUST
(Mastei's Reference Number IT 0002'48/201S(N))
("the- Trust')

RECORDAL;
, . m acooroance with the ~

rhE trustees determined in the Trust Deed ana law:

The trustees of the Trust resolved in ams of a resolution to nominate. authorise, constitute and appointed the
fiimot:
Nicholas Smith .AUomey
ptiyslcal Address:

r ' Flool', 1 14 Bree S1teet cape Town

Tf)I: +27(0)21 -42-4 5826

aodlor any director, partner and/or arry emplOyee ·thetaof (of Nicholas Smith) as designated by the Trust in
writing, Ir) be our r ~ anc1 ~ with ful authority lo act on behalf of the Trust in the matter in the
Jigh Court o( South AfJk;a (We&11mC8pe) under casenunber 12994/21 far the purpose of opposing 1he relief
ctaimed by Che First and Second Applcants f Applicants"} against 1he Trust (as First Respondent) in the
Notice of Motion dated 2 August 2021; and address and respond 10 any objections, points of dispule, reviews
8'ld appeals in this matter and to al1end to matters anciltaJy thereto; and pursui,g any othec relief or remeq,
and taking all necessa-y and inc:ideralsteps on behalf d the TNSt in t h e s e ~
.

as

J

2.

Tt,e Trustees wish to further appoint Norlon Rose Fulbright South Africa Ines to be o u r ~ and

agent wtth full authority to act oo behalf ot the Trust in relation to any oontemptfuterdictory proceedings or

sllnilar or further ancillary or nerloculocy relier that the Applieant's ,nay seek foltowing on the matter in 1he
High Court of South Africa (Western Cape) under case number 12994121 and under case number
{1158002)
fTWAS RESOLVED THAT:
1.

In accordance wi1h the powers of the trustees detefmined in lhe Trust Deed and law:

1.1 1he trustees of the Trust reconfirm the appointment of Nidlolas Smith Attorney remains of full force and
ef'led;and

1.2. the trustees of the Trust hereby nominate. authorise. constitute and appointed lhe mn of Norton Rose
Ful,right South Africa Ines, n,presen1ed by.

r

Jtffrey Kron ()jrectJ,
~ Rose Fulbright South Africa tncs
15 Allee lane, Sandton 2196, South Africa
TGI +27 116858873 f Mob +27 83 251 6876 I Fax 27 11 301 3200
and
3

N• Rogers I&nof Associate
Norton Rose Fulbright South Nrica Inc
9th floor, 117 on Strand, 117 Strand Sln!et, Cape Town 0001, Sooth Africa
Tel +27 21 405 1294 f Mob +27 7l 354 3710 f Fax +27 21 418 6900

an~ arrt director: partner and/or any empk)yee thereof as deteftl'lined and de$ignaled by Norton Rose
Fulbright South Africa Ines. to be our representative and agent with fulf authority to act on behalf or the TnJSt
in any contemptfintefdictory proceedings or similar or further ancilaly or interlocutory relief that the
AQplicanfs may seek folloMng on lhe matter in lhe H'rgh Court of Soolh Africa (Western Cape) under case
m.mber 12994121 and under case number (11580fi2) for the purpose of Ol)p()Sing the relief as daimed by

I
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t'-8 Applicants against v,e Trust and address and respond to any dJie(:tiorls. points of al5pute, nmews and

appeals m tllis matter and 10 attend to mattM ancillaly thereto: and pursuing any other relef or rmi8dy and
taking all neoes&afY and lllCldenraJ sseps oo behalf d the TIUSI in 'these pmoeedngs.
(The actions refened to above to be aJ11ect1vetV refeffed to as the ..Approyed Actions")
2.

JAMES O TANNENBERGER Of any one rA Trustees of the Trust acmg in ms capacity as trustee of the Trust.
be and 1£ hereby authorised and empowMld to -

2.1. to depose to any affiaavi1s on behalf ti the Trust. and execute all docurnetU. agreement& or deed& on behalf ri
tbe Trust. and any ancillary documen1s lhefa.O, requ.red to give effect to the Approved Actions.

2 2 ~ U y lo do everything that may Pf! nacessa,y for !he iml)lemMtaoon of the Approved Adions.

All TRU$TEES
Signature:

Date

Stgnature:

Date.

Signat-..;~e:

Date:

Signature:

Oate:

Signature

Date·

t:>07A
02;

t1ZZ-

'or-/ do~.
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ROUND ROBIN RESOLUTION OF THE TRUSTEES OF THE LIESBEEK LEISURE PROPERTIES TRUST
(Master's Reference Number IT 00024812015(N))
("the Trust")

RECORDAL:
1.

In accordance with the powers of the trustees determined In the Trust Deed and law:
The trustees of the Trust resolved in terms of a resolution to nominate, authorise, constitute and appointed the
firm of:
Nicholas Smith Attorney
Physical Address: 2nd Floor, 114 Bree Street Cape Town
Tel: +27(0)21 424 5826
and/or any director, partner and/or any employee thereof (of Nicholas Smith) as designated by the Trust in
writing, to be our representative and agent with fun authority to act on behalf of the Trust in the matter in the
High Court of South Africa {Westem cape) under case number 12994121 for the purpose of opposing the relief
as claimed by the First and Second Applicants ("Applicants") against the Trust {as First Respondent) in the
Notice of Motion dated 2 August 2021: and address and respond to any objections, points of dispute, reviews
and appeals in this matter and to attend to matters ancillary thereto; and pursuing any other relief or remedy
and taking all necessary and Incidental steps on behalf of the Trust in these proceedings.

2.

The Trustees wish to further appoint Norton Rose Fulbright South Africa Ines to be our representative and
agent with full authority to act on behalf of the Trust in relation to any contempt/interdlctory proceedings or
similar or further ancillary or interlocutory relief that the Applicant's may seek following on the matter in the
High Court of South Africa (Westem Cape) under case number 12994/21 and under case number
(11580/22).

ITWAS RESOLVED THAT:

1.

In accordance with the powers of the trustees determined in the Trust Deed and law:

1.1. the trustees of the Trust reconfirm the appointment of Nicholas Smith Attorney remains of full force and
effect; and
1.2. the trustees of the Trust hereby nominate, authorise, constiMe and appointed the firm of Norton Rose
Fulbright South Africa Ines, represented by:

Jaffray Kron I Director
Norton Rose Fulbright South Africa Ines
15 Alice Lane, Sandton 2196, South Africa
Tel +27 116858873 I Mob +27 83 251 6876 I Fax 2711 301 3200
_ifilfrey kr2n~>no11QnrosefuJ.!m,1htcom
and
3.

Peter Rogers I Senior Associate
Norton Rose Fulbright South Africa Inc
9th floor, 117 on Strand, 117 Strand Street, cape Town 8001, South Africa
Tel +27 214051294 I Mob +27 71 354 3710 I Fax +27 21 418 6900

peter .rogers@nortonrosefulbri!Jht.oom
and/or any director, partner and/or any employee thereof as determined and designated by Norton Rose
Fulbright South Africa Ines, to be our representative and agent with full authority to act on behalf of the Trust
In any contempt/interdlctory proceedings or similar or further ancillary or Interlocutory relief that the
Applicant's may seek following on the matter in the High Court of South Africa (Westem Cape) under case
number 12994/21 and under case number (11580/22) for the purpose of opposing the relief as claimed by
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the Applicants against the Trust: and address and respond to any objections, points of dispute, reviews and
appeals In this matter and to attend to matters ancillary thereto; and pursuing any other relief or remedy and
taking all necessary and Incidental steps on behalf of the Trust In these prooeedings.
(The actions refen-ed to above to be collectively referred to as the "Approved Actions").

2.

JAMES O TANNENBERGER or any one of Trustees of the Trust acting In his capacity as trustee of the Trust,
be and Is hereby authorised and empowered to -

2.1. to depose to any affidavits on behalf of the Trust, and execute all documents, agreements or deeds on behalf of
the Trust, and any ancillary documents thereto, required to give effect to the Approved Actions.

2.2. generally to do everything that may be necessary for the implementation of the Approved Actions.
ALL TRUSTEES

Signature:

Date:

Signature:

Date:

Signature:

Date:~ - - - -- - --

Signature:

Date:._ __ _ _ _ __ _

Signature:

Date:_ _ _ __ _ __ _

8 Jul 2022
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ROUND ROBIN RESOLUTION OF THE TRUSTEES OF THE LIESBEEK LEISURE PROPERTIES TRUST
(Master's Reference Number IT 000248/2015(N))
("the Trust")

RECORDAL:
1.

In accordance with the powers of the trustees determined in the Trust Deed and law:
The trustees of the Trust resolved in terms of a resolution to nominate, authorise, constitute and appointed the
firm of:
Nicholas Smith Attorney
Physical Address: 2 nd Floor, 114 Bree Street Cape Town
Tel: +27(0)21 424 5826
and/or any director, partner and/or any employee thereof (of Nicholas Smith) as designated by the Trust in
writing, to be our representative and agent with full authority to act on behalf of the Trust in the matter in the
High Court of South Africa (Western Cape) under case number 12994/21 for the purpose of opposing the relief
as claimed by the First and Second Applicants ("Applicants") against the Trust (as First Respondent) in the
Notice of Motion dated 2 August 2021; and address and respond to any objections, points of dispute, reviews
and appeals in this matter and to attend to matters ancillary thereto; and pursuing any other relief or remedy
and taking all necessary and incidental steps on behalf of the Trust in these proceedings.

2.

The Trustees wish to further appoint Norton Rose Fulbright South Africa Ines to be our representative and
agent with full authority to act on behalf of the Trust in relation to any contempUinterdictory proceedings or
similar or further ancillary or interlocutory relief that the Applicant's may seek following on the matter in the
High Court of South Africa (Western Cape) under case number 12994/21 and under case number
( 11580/22).

IT WAS RESOLVED THAT:
1.

In accordance with the powers of the trustees determined in the Trust Deed and law:

1.1. the trustees of the Trust reconfirm the appointment of Nicholas Smith Attorney remains of full force and
effect; and

1.2. the trustees of the Trust hereby nominate, authorise, constitute and appointed the firm of Norton Rose
Fulbright South Africa Ines, represented by:
Jeffrey Kron I Director
Norton Rose Fulbright South Africa Ines
15 Alice Lane, Sandton 2196, South Africa
Tel +27 11 685 8873 I Mob +27 83 251 6876 I Fax 27 11 301 3200
1effrey.kron@nortonrosefulbright.com
and
3.

Peter Rogers I Senior Associate
Norton Rose Fulbright South Africa Inc
9th floor, 117 on Strand, 117 Strand Street, Cape Town 8001, South Africa
Tel +27 21 4051294 I Mob +27 713543710 I Fax +27 21 418 6900
peter.roqers@nortonrosefulbriqht.com
and/or any director, partner and/or any employee thereof as determined and designated by Norton Rose
Fulbright South Africa Ines, to be our representative and agent with full authority to act on behalf of the Trust
in any contempUinterdictory proceedings or similar or further ancillary or interlocutory relief that the
Applicant's may seek following on the matter in the High Court of South Africa (Western Cape) under case
number 12994/21 and under case number (11580/22) for the purpose of opposing the relief as claimed by

the Applicants against the Trust; and address and respond to any objections, points of dispute, reviews and
appeals in this matter and to attend to matters ancillary thereto; and pursuing any other relief or remedy and
taking all necessary and incidental steps on behalf of the Trust in these proceedings.
(The actions referred to above to be collectively referred to as the "Approved Actions").
2.

JAMES O TANNENBERGER or any one ofTrustees of the Trust acting in his capacity as trustee of the Trust,
be and is hereby authorised and empowered to -

2.1 . to depose to any affidavits on behalf of the Trust, and execute all documents, agreements or deeds on behalf of
the Trust, and any ancillary documents thereto, required to give effect to the Approved Actions.
2.2. generally to do everything that may be necessary for the implementation of the Approved Actions.

ALL TRUSTEES

7/8/2022
Signature:

Date:

Signature:

Date:_ _ _ __ _ __ __

Signature:

Date: _ _ _ _ __ _ __

Signature:

Date: _ _ _ __ _ __ __

Signature:

Date:. _ _ _ _ __ _ __

----------
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IN THE HIGH COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA
(WESTERN CAPE DIVISION, CAPE TOWN)

CASE NO. 12994/21
In the matter between:

OBSERVATORY CIVIC ASSOCIATION
GORINGHAICONA KHOI KHOIN INDIGENOUS
TRADITIONAL COUNCIL

First Applicant

Second Applicant

and

THE TRUSTEES FOR THE TIME BEING OF
LIESBEEK LEISURE PROPERTIES TRUST
HERITAGE WESTERN CAPE

First Respondent
Second Respondent

CITY OF CAPE TOWN

Third Respondent

THE DIRECTORi DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT
(REGION 1), LOCAL GOVERNMENT, ENVIRONMENTAL
AFFAIRS AND DEVELOPMENT PLANNING, WESTERN
CAPE PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT

THE MINISTER FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENT,
ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS AND DEVELOPMENT
PLANNING, WESTERN CAPE PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT
CHAIRPERSON OF THE MUNICIPAL PLANNING
TRIBUNAL OF THE CITY OF CAPE TOWN
EXECUTIVE MAYOR, CITY OF CAPE TOWN

WESTERN CAPE FIRST NATIONS COLLECTIVE

AFFIDAVIT

Fourth Respondent

Fifth Respondent

Sixth Respondent
Seventh Respondent

Eighth Respondent
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I, the undersigned,

SUSANNE REUTHER

do hereby make oath and declare as follows:

1.

I am an environmental consultant employed by SRK Consulting (South Africa)

(Pty) Ltd (SRK). The facts deposed to fall within my personal knowledge, save
where stated to the contrary or indicated by the context.

2.

I have a BSc Hons degree (Economics} and a MPhil (Environmental
Management).

3.

I have more than 17 years' experience as an environmental consultant on
projects primarily in South Africa, Southern and West Africa, and South
America. I have managed complex environmental impact assessments for a
wide range of projects in the infrastructure, mining, coastal and industrial
sectors. I have also undertaken socio-economic impact assessments for a
range of developments, including mining, infrastructure and alternative energy
projects in South Africa, Suriname and the Democratic Republic of Congo and
I have extensive experience in strategic environmental planning, as well as
experience in strategy and financial research.

4.

I undertook a socio-economic impact assessment (SIA) which was completed
in July 2019, as a component of the basic assessment process, required as
part of the application of -Liesbeek Leisure Properties Trust (LLPT) for
environmental

authorisation

in

terms

of the

National

Environmental
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Management Act 107 of 1998 (NEMA) for the proposed redevelopment (the
River Club development) of erf 151832 Observatory (the property).

5.

To generate the baseline and impact assessment for the SIA, I gathered and
analysed baseline data and identified potential socio-economic impacts of the
proposed project based on the baseline data, project description, review of
other studies for similar projects and professional experience.

6.

A copy of the SIA was included as part of SRK's basic assessment report, and
has been available to all interested and affected parties (including the
applicants) as identified in the course of the environmental assessment
process. I understand that a copy of the SIA will be made available to the court,

if and when required.

7.

LLPT has been granted approval in terms of the Municipal Planning By-Law,
2015 (MPB) for the development of 150 O00m 2 floor area of mixed use
development on the property for general business purposes. Based on tenant
demand, this will comprise a mixture of retail space, commercial office space,
hotel, community and institutional uses as well as some 30 0O0m2 of residential
space (of which 20% will comprise inclusionary housing). The development is
to occur in two so-called build precincts and a third portion, as described below:

•

Precinct 1 which is located on the southern portion of the property provides
approximately 60 000m2 of mixed use floor space zoned as General
Business (GB) in buildings with a maximum height of 25m in the GB3
subzone and 38 m in a G86 subzone (i.e. approximately four to nine storeys
high).
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•

Precinct 2 which is located on the northern part of the prop~rty provides
some 90 000m 2 of mixed use floor space zoned as General Business (GB)
in buildings with a maximum height of 38m in the GB6 subzone and 44.7 m
in a GB7 subzone (i.e. approximately ten to twelve storeys high). Precinct
2 has been divided into precinct 2A and 28.

•

A third portion zoned special open space of not less than 49 835 m 2 , with
reasonable access in favour of the public as registered against the title deed

of the property.

8.

Two layouts were considered in the SIA. The alternatives were the same as
regards floor area and land use but differed as follows:

•

For layout alternative 1, the hydrologically disconnected Liesbeek channel

on the western property boundary would be modified into a vegetated
stormwater swale along its existing course. The eastern canal of the
Liesbeek River was to be upgraded. Precinct 1 was to be located closer to
the western boundary of the property

•

For layout alternative 2, the Liesbeek River channel on the western property
boundary would be retained and the eastern canal of the Liesbeek River
was not to be upgraded. Precinct 1 was to be located closer to the eastern
boundary of the property.

For the purposes of the relevant findings of the SIA and for the purposes of this
affidavit, it is not necessary to distinguish between these two alternatives.
understand that alternative 1 is that which has been adopted.
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9.

The approval for the River Club development which has been granted to LLPT
in terms of the MPB provides for floor areas allocated to the various types of
uses which differ slightly from those considered in the SIA. Provided the
proportions of different uses broadly remain as assessed in the SIA, as I
understand they do, the findings of the SIA remain valid.

I assessed a number of impacts with socio-economic consequences. Aspects

10.

of my study which are relevant for present purposes are summarised below. I
would point out that figures for the project's development (investment) value,
the number of direct jobs and the estimated annual wage bill for those direct
jobs are as at the date of the SIA and as provided by the project team and
LLPT. I understand that at the time of the planning appeal before the City's
appeal authority LLPT presented an upward adjustment of certain of these
figures.

11.

The estimated capital investment costs provided by LLPT (including material
and professional fees) differed slightly between the two options, mainly due to
different bulk earthwork requirements and respectively amount to:

12.

•

R3.90 billion for layout alternative 1; and

•

R3.94 billion for layout alternative 2.

The construction of the River Club development will generate:
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•

direct economic impacts, through the employment of staff and direct
procurement from suppliers, e.g. equipment and contractors;

•

indirect economic impacts, mainly procurement by suppliers and service
providers from other businesses; and

•

induced economic impacts, through increased demand from households
earning an income from direct and indirect economic impacts.

13.

The direct capital investment for the River Club development of approximately
R3.9 billion is highly significant for a single development, as the total investment
(over the course of approximately 7 years) represents:

•

approximately 1.4% of the City of Cape Town (the City)'s GDP of
R283.28 billion in 2015 (WCG, 2016); and

•

approximately 35.5% of the City's construction sector's contribution of
R11.11 billion in 2015 (WCG, 2016).

14.

The domestic output sector multiplier for the South African construction industry
is 1.9, implying that for every R1 million of extra construction spend, output in
the entire economy expands by R1 .9 million (National Treasury, 2016). 1 The
River Club development may thus increase total economic output by

1

Construction has the highest domestic output multiplier of alt sectors reported by the Natfonal
Treasury, followed by agriculture, forestry and fisheries and finance, real estate and business services
(both of which have a multiplier of 1. 7).
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approximately R7.4 billion over the approximate 3-5 year construction period,
i.e. a supplementary indirect economic boost of R3.5 billion.

15.

Economic growth in the City has slowed since 2010 to 2.5% per annum (WCG,
2016), which is concerning given the high unemployment, poverty and
population growth rates in the City. Construction, once the fastest growing
industry (albeit off a relatively small base) has slowed to an average of 1. 7%
per annum in 2010-2015. Both of these already troubling figures have shown
further slowdowns since March 2020 and the Covid-19 Level 5 lockdown that
began then and continued until early May last year, and these figures have
continued to decline since then. It is expected that the River Club development

will contribute significantly to maintaining or increasing growth rates in the
sector for the duration of project construction.

16.

The River Club development is one of the highest value single development
proposals currently considered in the City. The extent of the benefit is assessed
to be of high significance.

Increased em ployment. income and skills development

17.

The development project will create various types of employment during the
construction phase:

direct employment in the form of contractors and the

management team; indirect employment including sub-contractors and
suppliers; and induced employment including employment generated by
increased spending at businesses and on services by households earning an
income from the development (the multiplier effect).
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18.

LLPT estimated that the development will directly employ an average of 5239
workers during the 30 month first phase construction period, at times peaking
at 8382 workers.

I am informed by LLPT that additional construction phases

may take place, which will proportionately increase the employment benefits
discussed below.

19.

Construction creates and sustains indirect jobs mainly in upstream sectors.
National Treasury (2016) estimates an employment multiplier of 4.9 for the
South African construction sector, implying that for every R1million of extra
construction spend, 4.9 additional jobs are created. This implies that the River
Club development may increase total employment by some 19 000 jobs, of
which 13 700 would be indirect and induced for this project. The creation of
some 5 239 direct and possibly some 13 700 indirect and induced jobs will
contribute meaningfully towards employment at a regional level, and the
construction sector in particular.

20.

The cost of direct employment during the construction period is estimated at
some R1 .63 billion for the 5 years of construction, with the average wage being
above the South African minimum wage of R3 500.00 in 2017, generating
income for a large number of households.

21 .

Assuming that 5 239 direct employees support between 1.0 (skilled labour) and
2.65 (semi- and low-skilled labourers) dependants, an additional 12 500 people
benefit from income earned by direct employment at the River Club
development.

Assuming further indirect and induced employment of
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approximately 13 700, this could increase the number of benefitting
dependents by another approximately 30 000.

Operational phase - increased emplovment. income and skills development

22.

LLPT estimates that approximately 860 people will be directly employed at the
River Club development (i.e. excluding those employed by tenants), with the
estimated wage of direct employment at R200 million per annum, with an
average wage of R 19 600.00 per month. The 860 direct and indirect River Club
employees are likely to support an additional approximately 1 700 dependents.

23.

The commercial and business services sectors provide opportunities primarily
for semi-skilled and skilled workers, and have high employment multipliers of
5.3 and 3.1 respectively. Annual operating expenditure may result in additional
indirect and induced jobs. Direct as well as many indirect and induced jobs will
be located in the Cape Town region.

Increased State and local government revenue

24.

The River Club development is also expected to increase State and local
government revenue.

LLPT estimates that annual property rates for the

development would amount to R46 545 000.00 (in 2017 terms). These rates
would represent some 0.5% of the City's budgeted total revenue from property
rates of RB.8 billion in 2017-2018. This is significant for a single development.

25.

Direct employment income of R200 million (in 2017 Rand) per annum will
attract personal income tax on a sliding scale from 18% to 45%, increasing
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State revenue.

Indirect and induced employment will further increase State

revenue.

Increase in centrally located housing, including lnclusionary housing

26.

LLPT proposes that 20% of the total floor space will be allocated for residential
use.

20% of that residential floor space will be allocated for inclusionary

housing. For present purposes it is assumed that the development will entail
at least 600 units of which at least 120 units will comprise inclusionary housing
opportunities.

27.

Demand for centrally located housing has increased in recent years, triggered
by a range of factors, inc[uding an increase in jobs close to the CBD and higher
traffic volumes into Cape Town. The increase for such housing is evidenced
by the significant appreciation in house prices in areas located in and close to
the CBD.

28.

The City has noted that the need for affordable (including inclusionary) housing
in Cape Town is significant, and estimates that approximately 650 000 families
will rely on the State for some form of housing assistance. The provision of 120
inclusionary housing units at the River Club responds to the demand for
housing in the area.

Densification facilitatin g improved connectivity . transport systems and TRUP
implementation
29.

At present the River Club has little connectivity to surrounding areas due to
natural and artificial movement barriers.

The proposed development will
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improve connectivity by creating pedestrian access to the TRUP and
constructing new road infrastructure that will facilitate east/west movement
across the Black River.

Loss of private open s pace and creation of new publicly accessible areas

30.

While the River Club development will see a loss of the private open space
currently enjoyed by golfers, this will be replaced by significantly improved open
space that is more accessible to the public. Open space facilities will include
high quality landscape areas, pathways, lawns, river walks and rehabilitated
watercourses.

This high quality open space provided by the River Club

development will be accessible to a wider public, compared to the current
situation.

Adjustment of certain figures

31 .

As reflected in the decision of the seventh respondent (the appeal authority) in
the land use planning appeals (which decision appears, so I am advised, at
page 515 and following in the founding papers), LLPT has calculated that the
project's development value in the local economy over 3 to 5 years has
increased from R3.9 billion to R4.5 billion (see paragraph 85 of the appeal
authority's decision at page 546 of the founding papers).

32.

The SIA was prepared before the outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic. As
correctly pointed out by the appeal authority in paragraph 93 of the appeal
decision, the consequences of the Covid-19 pandemic have included
devastating impacts on economic growth, the curtailment of economic activity,

(})
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the withdrawal of planned investments in urban development and the further
worsening of the unemployment crisis. The socio-economic benefits of the
River Club development have become all the more apparent and significant in
this context.

33.

I would also draw attention to paragraph 94 of the appeal authority's decision
where it is (correctly) recorded that information from Statistics South Africa
indicates that the private building market is in deep trouble, has endured sharp
declines, and faces a bleak outlook. The River Club development will be a
significant boost to the local construction industry, which is facing critical
challenges.

I certify that the above signature is the true signature of the deponent who has
acknowledged to me that she knows and understands the contents of this affidavit,
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I, the undersigned,

LANCE GREYLING

do hereby make oath and say that:

INTRODUCTION

1.

I am the Director of Enterprise and Investment in the City of Cape Town. I am
authorised to depose to this affidavit on behalf of the City.

2.

The Enterprise and Investment Department is responsible for the City's trade
relations, investment strategy, enterprise'-development initiatives and facilitation
of new developments and catalytic projects, in addition to the overall objective of
achieving inclusive economic growth in the metropolitan area. Its overarching
objective is to ensure that Cape Town is a forward-looking, globally competitive
business destination.

3.

I annex hereto, marked 'LG1', a copy of my curriculum vitae. By virtue of my
qualifications and experience, I am qualified to give the evidence set out in this
affidavit.

4.

The facts in this affidavit are within my personal knowledge, except where the
context indicates otherwise, and are to the best of n,y belief both true and correct.

L. &.
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information available to me. I believe such Information to be true and correct. To
the extent that reliance is placed on any hearsay evidence in this affidavit, I
submit that it is in the interests of justice for it to be admitted in terms of s 3(1) of
the Law of Evidence Amendment Act 45 of 1988.

5.

The purposes of this affidavit are, first, to describe Cape Town's current
economic crisis and, second, to outline the importance of the development in
question to Cape Town and the harm that would result if it were to be stopped.

CAPE TOWN'S ECONOMIC CRISES

6.

The Covid-19 pandemic has caused havoc throughout the wortd. The pandemic,
and the associated regulatory lockdowns that followed, have hammered
economic activity, as movement was restricted, people were not able to engage
in ordinary revenue-generating activities and large sectors of economic
productivity were brought to a standstill.

7.

A good local example is Cape Town's tourism industry, which is nationally and
globally renowned . In 2016, Cape Town's various attractions saw more than
28 million foreign and local visitors. Much commercial activity has built up around
the industry, including convention centres, hotel groups, hospitality providers,
travel planners, restaurants and tourist attractions.

8.

Cape Town's tourism industry has been brought to its knees since the
commencement of the pandemic in 2020. National and international travel has
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been terminated or severely curtailed. Statistics South Africa reports that, in
2020, foreign arrivals dropped by 71%, from almost 16 million in 2019 to fewer
than five million in 2020. Restaurants have either been prohibited from trading
or, when allowed to trade, subjected to limited hours, reduced patron numbers
and restrictions on serving alcohol. Entertainment facilities have _either been
shuttered or subject to restrictions.

9.

The tourism industry is not alone. Other key contributors to Cape Town's
economy, including manufacturing, construction and trade, have been hard-hit.

10.

Things have gotten so bad that, notwithstanding the City's commitment to
prudent financial management, in July 2021 its credit rating was downgraded by
Moodls. This downgrade will drive up the City's borrowing costs and therefore
limit its capacity to source funds and finance development projects.

11.

At present Cape Town's economy is suffering crises on four fronts: an economic
output crisis, an unemployment crisis, a confidence crisis and a construction
crisis. I discuss each in tum.

The economic output crisis

12.

The Cape Town economy is estimated to have contracted by 6,8% during 2020.
That is the worst annual decline in economic output ever recorded.
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13.

During the second quarter of 2020 the Western Cape saw its worst ever
economic losses following the onset of the pandemic in South Africa: an
annualised decline in gross domestic product of 51,2%.

14.

Provincial economic production in the first quarter of 2021 remained 3.6% lower
than the comparable periods of 2019 and 2020.

15.

It is estimated that 2020's economic-output losses will only be fuily recovered in
three to six years.

16.

The pandemic shows no signs of abating and new variants arise with alarming
frequency. There is therefore a significant possibility that the economic hardships
inflicted by the Coronavirus will be with us for some time to come.

The unemployment crisis

17.

In the first quarter of 2021 the City's broad unemployment rate was 29.6%. That
represents an increase in the unemployment rate of 4%, and a loss of
approximately 150,000 jobs, since 2019. It is also the highest unemployment rate
ever recorded for Cape Town.

18.

The Quarterly Labour Force Survey indicates that Cape Town had approximately
111,000 jobs fewer in the first quarter of 2021 than it did in the first quarter of
2020 (i.e. the quarter before the onset of the pandemic in South Africa). This

100\)
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indicates the depth of the economic recession and its very real impact on Cape
Town's labour market.

19.

Unemployment has devastating effects on the people affected, including a loss
of dignity, indebtedness, hunger, homelessness, stress-related illness and
depression, and family breakdown. It also causes a range of social harms, such
as greater inequality, gender-based violence and increased poverty.

20.

From an analysis based on available data, the Covid-induced increase in
unemployment, and subsequent household income shocks, in 2020, caused an
estimated 40,000 to 135,000 households in Cape Town likely to fall below the
upper-bound poverty line.

The confidence crisis

21.

Business confidence is measured on a scale from O (indicating an extreme lack
of ·confidence) and 100 (indicating extreme confidence). 50 represents the
neutral point. The South African Bureau for Economic Research ('BER') is one
of the oldest economic research institutes in South Africa and is part of the
University of Stellenbosch's Economic and Management Sciences Faculty. The
BER publishes a 'Business Confidence Index' based on assessments of
business confidence levels in five leading South African sectors: manufacturing,
building, retail, wholesalers and new vehicle sales.
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22.

In the second quarter of 2020, the BER business confidence index dropped to
an all-time low of 5 index points. This score out of 100 meant that almost all
businesses had an extreme lack of confidence with prevailing economic
conditions.

23.

Since then, until the first quarter of 2021, the business confidence index has not
increased above 40, meaning that the majority of business owners still have a
lack of confidence in the South African economy and prevailing business
conditions.

24.

Consumer confidence - another measurement calculated by the BER -- has also
remained negative since the third quarter of 2019, pointing to depressed
~omestic demand. Those low levels of confidence afe not surprising given the
recessionary environment and high levels of uncertainty.

25.

Gross Fixed Capital Formation ('GFCG') is a measure of investment that looks
at the acquisition of fixed assets intended for use in the provision of goods or
services. The higher a region's GFCG, the more it is investing in the provision of
goods and services. GFCG levels are therefore a useful indicator of economic
confidence.

26.

During 2020, the Cape Town private sector's GFCG declined by approximately
16%, and bottomed out at levels last seen in 2013. Those declining GFCG levels
are another strong indication of prevailing lack of confidence in Cape Town's
economic circumstances.
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27.

Much like business and consumer confidence, investor confidence has taken a
substantial knock over the past year. As an example of this, the year-on-year
drop in investment into Cape Town in 2020 was significant, with the number of
projects declining by 52% to reach the lowest number of projects in a decade.

The construction crisis

28.

The construction industry is very important to Cape Town. In 2019, it represented
almost 5% of the City's economic productivity and 8% of employed people
(133,107). Between 2007 and 2017, the sector was responsible for almost 5% in
employment growth. In the first quarter of 2019 it was one of only four sectors
that made a positive contribution to employment creation when compared to the
previous quarter.

29.

Aside from direct economic inputs, the construction industry plays several other
significant roles. It is crucial to meeting demands for residential accommodation,
both on the open market and through government-funded programmes. It is also
fundamental to supporting new commercial endeavours and new public-sector
developments, which have various infrastructural requirements.

30.

Construction in Cape Town has declined significantly in the three years since
2018. Big developments (with a floor space greater than 10,000m2) have been
hit especially hard. The data shows this.

L. Gr.
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31 .

Considering building plans approved by the City, which is a measure of
construction projects, from the first half of 2018 to the first half of 2021, Cape
Town had a 50% decline in the number of big developments (from 20 to 10).
Over that period, the total value of building work for such developments declined
by 56% (from R2,349,042,265 to R1,013,499,174 per half year).
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Number of developments and value of building work for approved buildings > 10 000m 2

32.

This decline matters because big construction projects can contribute to highlevel economic objectives. These include regenerating the economy, boosting
productivity and transforming infrastructure, as well as providing critical
residential and commercial opportunities.
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IMPORTANCE OF THE DEVELOPMENT TO CAPE TOWN

Economic recovery policy

33.

The City has adopted an Economic Action Plan in response to the Covid-19
pandemic and the prevailing economic crisis. It mandates, among other things,
kick-starting the economy by maximising expenditure on infrastructure.

34.

The River Club development will inject a large amount of {private) capital into the
local economy over a short period of time, and therefore represents the sort of
expenditure that is reqµired by the Economic Action Plan to rejuvenate Cape
Town.

35.

The City has fonnulated a Draft Inclusive Economic Growth Strategy {'the
Growth Strategy'), which builds on the Economic Action Plan to address the

economic crisis. The Growth Strategy recognises the stimulation of private
investment as an essential component that can bring about sustained long-term
economic success in the City.

36.

The Growth Strategy ultimately recognises that it is the responsibility of any
capable government to create an environment for sustained economic growth
and job creation through attracting private investment. Private investment plays
an important role in economic growth.

L,096
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37.

The development will contribute towards increased job and income creation,
which will lead to the long-term sustainability of Cape Town and the upliftment of
its residents. This development will contribute to reigniting Cape Town's
economy.

The economic benefits of the development

38.

The developer commissioned SRK Consulting, an independent consulting firm,
to assess the development's socio-economic impact. These impacts are
recorded in paragraphs 84 - 91 of the Mayor's appeal decision. The objectors
did not provide any alternative information concerning the project's socioeconomic impacts, or any reason for doubting SRK Consulting's professional
assessmer:it. The applicants' founding papers likewise do r,ot dispute the
following benefits:

38.1.

The proposed development will result in investment in the local
economy of approximately R4.5 billion over three to five years. This
is highly significant for a single project. It is equivalent to almost 25% of
the entire Cape Town construction sector's contribution to regional
production in 2015.

38.2.

The South African construction multiplier in respect of economic output
is 1.9, meaning that the developer's investment will translate into an
increase in Cape Town's economic output of more than RB.5 billion
over the three to five years.
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38.3.

The construction of the development will directly employ 5,239
workers across various skill levels (and may employ more at particular

stages).

38.4.

The South African construction multiplier in respect of employment
opportunities is 4.9 jobs per R1 million of construction spend, meaning
that the development will provide up to 19,000 (direct, indirect and
induced) employment opportunities. Approximately 13,700 would be

indirect jobs (such as sub-contractors) and induced jobs (such as those
supported by increased spending at businesses).

38.5.

The average wage for these jobs will be well above the South African
minimum wage.

38.6.

Once the development has been completed, the commercial uses
operating from the subject property will house retail and office-based
businesses that support approximately 5,460 jobs. In addition, the
operations of the development itself will directly sustain 860 direct jobs,
with an estimated annual wage bill of more than R200 million.

38.7.

The development will provide R46,5 million in revenue tc.> the City
which can be used for delivery of basic municipal services.
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39.

The developer's latest estimate of capital costs for the development at
completion is R4.9 billion (see annexure 'LG2'). Of this, R4.8 billion comprises
infrastructure,

landscaping,

development costs, construction

costs and

professional fees and the remaining R0.1 billion is the cost of land.

40.

The development's construction costs alone will be R3.4 billion. Building plans
for Precinct 2A(1) have already been submitted and the developer has advised
the City that it expects to submit building plans for Precincts 1A and 1B in
February 2022. Plan submissions for Precinct 2A(2) (April 2022) and 2B
(July 2022} will follow. Accordingly, the City expects the construction value of
building plan submissions within the next six months (by February 2022) to total
R2.2 billion and a further R1 .1 billion in the following six months (by August2022}.
(The estimated construction costs for each precinct are in LG2. The
accompanying affidavit of Marx Mupariwa, the City's District Manager for the
Table Bay district in the Development Management Department, confirms that
the developer provided the facts in the preceding paragraph and this paragraph.)

41.

To put these values in context, I refer to the chart in paragraph 31 above which
shows that, for developments in Cape Town larger than 10,000 m2 , the value of
building work declined in the three years since 2018 from R2.3 billion to R1 billion
per half year. Hence this development of the River Club site on its own has the
scale to reverse the decline in the construction of large developments in Cape
Town.
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42.

One of the key benefits of the development will be the erection of a bridge over
the confluence of the Black and Liesbeek Rivers and the ultimate connection of
Berkley Road in Ndabeni to Malta Road in Salt River.

42.1.

In line with the rezoning conditions, the development contributions due
by the developer will fund the construction of the bridge across the
Black River. The development contributions amount to approximately
R73 million. However, the road construction will cost more than R85
million. The developer will therefore exceed its developmentcontribution liability by approximately R12 million to construct the
infrastructure.

42.2.

The Berkley Road extension will go a long way to establishing a vital
connection to Malta Rd. The River Club Precinct currently has weak
east-west linkages due to the river and limited vehicular and pedestrian
crossings.

42.3.

The construction of the road extension will increase Cape Town's
domestic product by approximately R73 million and create (directly and
indirectly) 216 full-time equivalent jobs in the metropolitan area, as well
as leading to a R50 million increase in household income in Cape Town.

42.4.

Beyond the immediate construction-phase impacts,

connecting

important links in the City's arterial road network leads to more
equitable, balanced and logical distribution of road-based trips to move
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people, goods and services. This specific link will contribute to relief on
the City's higher order roads (e.g. the N2 and the M5) by linking lower
order roads.

42.5.

The Berkley Road extension's spatial role will be to promote public
transportation and non-motorised transport linkages between the
eastern and western sections of Cape Town, facilitating greater
movement of people and goods. Greater transport accessibility,
particularly multi-modal transport access, is a critical enabler of access
to social and economic opportunities, including access to markets for
small businesses and access to job opportunities. This important eastwest link road will have benefits for the efficient movement of vehicles
and contribute to the alleviation of congestion in the area, which is costly
for motorists in terms of both time and money, and harmful to the
environment.

42.6.

This link road will also ensure the integration of the River Club site with
surrounding suburbs. Due to the density of economic activity in the Salt
River and Ndabeni areas, Berkley Road will be a key activity route for
Cape Town. The significance of this road extension from a sub
metropolitan context is that it would enable greater connectivity for
emerging residential intensification and regeneration in areas such as
Salt River, Woodstock and Maitland facilitating the restructuring of the
urban environment.

'L \ 0 \
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43.

Precinct 2 is intended to house Amazon's headquarters, which will require
approximately 70,000 m 2 of floor space. Amazon, a multinational technology and
retail company, selected the proposed development as its headquarters from a
range of options across South Africa, following a competitive tender process. It
will be highly beneficial to the local economy to have a corporate of Amazon's
profile headquartered in Cape Town. Furthermore, as global interconnectivity
improves, so does competitiveness for the African market. South Africa is no
longer seen as the automatic gateway or starting point. It is therefore important
to seize the opportunity that has been presented.

44.

In addition to the direct value to the economy, Amazon's choice of the
development for its African headquarters is expected to catalyse Cape Town's
goal of becoming a pre-eminent global technology hub. For technology
companies, Amazon's presence has a 'halo effect': it is a vote of confidence in
Cape Town's technology sector.

45.

Cape Town currently has a very robust technology ecosystem, ranking second
in Africa for its technology foreign direct investment strategy. It is the head office
location for several well-known technology companies, including Takealot,
Gumtree, Amazon Web Services, Get Smarter and Yoco. The original Amazon
investment in Cape Town played no small part in helping to build Cape Town's
burgeoning reputation as Africa's technology hub. This new head office
investment by Amazon can again be expected to catalyse further developments
in the industry, building on the City's existing comparative advantage in this
sector.
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46.

The development will address each of the four crises discussed above:

46.1.

It will address the economic output crisis, by facilitating the direct
investment of R4.5 billion into the local economy, which will increase
Cape Town's economic productivity by more than R8.5 billion. The
investment will be so significant that it will make a material contribution
'

.

to reversing the decline in the construction of large developments in the
City.

46.2.

The Berkley Road extension will boost local output by a further R73
million.

46.3.

The development will address the unemployment crisis by creating
more than 5,200 construction jobs, supporting more than 5,400
commercial jobs that will operate from the development, creating
approximately 860 new jobs associated with the operation of the
development and

facilitating

approximately 19,000 employment

opportunities. The Berkley Road extension will support another 216
jobs.

46.4.

The development will address the confidence crisis as it will show that,
even in the prevailing economic climate, Cape Town is still a city in
which large-scale developments that feature genuine partnerships with
authorities and interested parties are possible. Having an anchor tenant

L. k.
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such as Amazon will further boost investor confidence by demonstrating
the City's ability to create the conditions necessary to successfully
attract and nurture private investment.

46.5.

The development will address the construction crisis as it will
demonstrate that large-scale construction projects are still viable in
Cape Town, in addition to injecting billions of Rand and thousands of
economic opportunities into the local construction industry.

47.

The development is therefore critical to Cape Town's economic recovery. If the
interdict means that the development will not go ahead, then all the above
benefits will be lost and the City's efforts to recover from the pandemic and the
associate~ recession will be dealt a staggering blow.

LANCE GREYLING

I certify that the deponent signed the affidavit in my presence and declared that the
deponent knows and understands its contents, has no objectio
taking the prescribed
oath and considers the oath to be binding. Thus
nd sworn before me
on 24 August 2021 at the address set out below.

COMMISSIONER OF OATHS

MANDY JOY MITCHEU
Commissioner of Oaths, Ex OfiidtPractlsing Attorney, R.S,A
2nd Floor, Sedgwich How;e
24 Bloem Street, cape Town
Tel: 021204
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Curriculum Vitae
Lance Greyling
44 Kloofnek Road
Tamboerskloof
Cape Town
Tel +27 214001217 / +27832988553
E-mail: lance.greyliDg@capetown.gov.za
D.O.B. 14 June 1973
Employment History
August 2016 - Present
Director of Enterprise and Investment, City of Cape Town
Following the institutional restructuring of the City after the August elections and in
line with the Organisational Development and Transformation Programme (ODTP)
the old Trade and Investment department was expanded into the new Enterprise and
Investment department. This new department gained the mandate of enterprise development, international relations and place marketing to sit alongside the existing units
of catalytic sectors, investment facilitation and development facilitation. It currently
has a staff contingent of around 50 and oversees a budget of over RI 00 million. This
department which sits in the Directorate of the Mayor is essentially tasked with ensuring that all sectors of the Cape Town economy are serviced by the City administration
and that Cape Town is positioned internationally as a forward looking globally competitive business destination. In addition, the complex challenge of inclusive economic growth is one that also sits within this department.

March 2015 - August 2016
Director of Trade and Investment, City of Cape Town
I took on this position after the department had only been in existence for 9 months
and I therefore had to initially concentrate· on institutionalising it within the organisation. I set ambitious goals for the department which our team was able to reach, such
as the initiative to position Cape Town as a globally competitive business destination;
the successful facilitation of billions of rands worth of investment into the City economy; strategically guiding our Special Purpose Vehicles to strengthen the ecosystems
of various sectors of the Cape Town economy; organ.isirig high profile national and
global events; forming strong partnerships with external stakeholders both in provincial government and the private sector on key economic issues; providing leadership
for both the energy game changer and the digital city working group; crafting messages and strategy around Mayoral positions on energy and climate change; delivering
speeches at high profile events and participating in a number of international investment tours and activities; identifying and seeking to resolve any City processes and
issues constraining economic growth such as the energy crisis of 2015; and by ensur~
ing that the City was seen as responsive and open to any concerns of the private sector.
April 2014 - February 2015
Member of Parliament and Whip, Democratic Alliance
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In 2010 the Independent Democrats took the decision to begin a formal merging process with the Democratic Alliance. As there was no floor crossing permitted in the
National Parliament I remained a Member of Parliament for the Independent Democrats until
2014 elections. I did however participate in the Democratic Alliance's
selection process and I was proud to make it on to the list for National Parliatnent. After being elected in 20141 was also internally elected as a whip for the DA and put
into the position of Shadow Energy Minister.

the

April 2004 - 2014
Member ofParliament and Chief Whip, Independent Democrats: I was elected as
the third youngest member to serve in the third democratic parliament of South Africa. The constituency that I served was the entire KwaZulu Natal province and then
later the Eastern Cape. During these ten years I served on a number of portfolio committees including education, environmental affairs and tourism, finance, minerals and
energy, land and agriculture, arts and culture, international relations and trade and industry. I was also appointed by the Speaker of Parliament to serve on the Ad-Hoc
committee on Macro-economic Governance for the African Peer Review Mechanism.
I was also included a number of times as part of the government delegation to the international Climate Change negotiations. The parliamentary caucus of the Independent Democrats elected me to serve as the chief whip of the party in addition to being
the-National Policy Convenor of the party.
July 2003 - April 2004
Parliamentary Researcher for the Independent Democrats: After volunteering full
time for the Independent Democrats sine~ its inception in March 2003 I was asked to
assume the paid full-time position of parliamentary researcher for the party. In this
role I was called upon to perform a number of functions including speech writing for
the leader of the party, press releases, policy research, responding to constituents'
concerns, drafting of the election manifesto, as well as organizational and logistical
arrangements for our general election campaign.

March 2003 -July 2003
Full time Volunteer for the Independent Democrats: I joined the Independent Democrats at its inception in March 2003. As a full time volunteer I was responsible for a
number of key functions within the party, inclucj.ing policy formulation, strategic and
organizational planning, speech writing and generation of material for our media and
publicity campaigns.
June 1999 - Mar 2003
Programme Coordinator for GLOBESouthern Africa (Global Legislators Organisation for a Balanced Environment): In my role as programme coordinator for the
Southern African chapter of GLOBE I was entrusted with the task of empowering our
140 parliamentary members in the region on issues pertaining to the environment and
sustainable development. In fulfilling this mandate I was responsible for generating
policy briefs, newsletters, publications and the organizing of conferences dealing with
specific regional issues. Ahead of the World Summit on Sustainable Development in
2002 I was nominated to play a leading role in the civil society structures in the Western Cape, where I assisted in coordinating the response ofthis sector at the Summit.
At the Summit itself I was called upon to organize a number of events with GLOBE
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futemational as well as o~er parliamentary bodies such as the International Parliamentary Union.
May 1997 - Oct 1998
Refer to "Other Activities" Section

Sep 1996 - April 1997
Working Partner/Prodµcer in MaJchframe Pictures: My partner and myself set up
Matchframe Pictures to serve as a marketing company specializing in procuring sponsorship for television programmes. My initial role was one of conceptualizing and
compiling proposals for each of our various projects, but as the company expanded
into the production side of the industry my tasks grew to copywriting commercials
and producing scripts for salesmaker videos.

Secondary and Tertian · Education

1986-1990 Sea Point High, Cape Town
1991 - 1993 University of Cape Town
1994
University of Cape Town
ence)
1995-1996 University of Cape Town
2007 - 2009 University of Stellenbosch

School leaving certificate
B.A.SocSci: English, Economics
P.Dip. African Studies (Political Sci(Hons) African Studies (Politics)
PGDip Sustainable Development

Academic Achievements

Awarded the course medal for the postgraduate diploma in African Studies
Graduated Cum Laude in the postgraduate diploma in sustainable development
Non-Academic Achievements
SHA WCO (Students Health and Welfare Centres Organisation): SHAWCO il?
based at the University of Cape Town and is currently the largest student run development organization in the world. From 1992 to 1995 I occupied various positions
within its structures.

1992-1993 Tutor on the Adult Education project
1993 -1994 Elected Scheme Co-ordinator for Khayelitsha with the responsibility of
setting up a new project in that area.
1994 -1995 Elected on to the management team of SHAWCO in the position ofCodirector of the Education and Welfare Sector. As well as having to co-ordinate recruitment drives, compiling annual budgets and overseeing the runrting of three different departments, this portfolio saw me actively involved in the highest possible
management structure of the organization.
Varsity Newspaper: fu 1994 I became a Journalist and photographer for the university
newspaper called Varisty. fu 1995 I was elected on to the editorial board of the newspaper in the role of Arts editor.

Other Activities

L. Gr.
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May 1997 - Oct 1998
African Wanderers Expedition: This seventeen month period saw a friend and me
travel the entire length and b,:eadth of the African continent utilizing only public
transport. Our journey from Cape Town to London saw us traverse 24 countries including Ethiopia and the two Congo's (making us the first travelllers to do so in 2
years. This stretch involved a 400km trek through the jungle o:n foot as well as a
500km paddle in dugout canoes down the Congo river.) We spent a month sailing up
the East African coast in wooden dhows; crossed Nigeria during the volatile tin:ie of
Abacha's death, got embroiled in a riot in Togo; reached the enigmatic city of Timbuktu, and finally crossed the foreboding Sahara desert into North Africa.
We captured our experiences via the means of monthly emails all of which have now
been placed on the website http://uk.geocities.com/jamjamdave25/. I also delivered a
series of lectures to the third year political science class at the University of Cape
Town and published a number of articles in different publications relaying stories of
our expedition.
Board Memberships
Bulungula Iticubator: Founding Board Member since 2006
The Bulungula Incubator is a rural NGO that is based in .one of the poorest communities in South Africa. The NGO is spearheading a number of interventions in the field
of health, education, basic services and agriculture in:
effort at incubating projects
that can be rolled out in similar communities. I am proud to. have been a founding
board member of this NGO which has been nominated and won a number of national
and international awards.

an

Wesgro: Board Member since 2015
Wesgro is the provincially legislated organisation tasked with promoting tourism,
trade and investment into the Western Cape; I am currently serving as the chair of the
sub•committee on Human Resources.
Western Cape Economic Development Partnership (WCEDP)
I have served on this board which is chaired by Barbara Hogan from January 2016.
The WCEDP is an organisation tasked with forming productive paitnersbips with a
diverse array of stakeholders in order to resolve complex challenges.
Business Process Enabling South Africa - Western Cape (BPESA)
I have served on this board since 2015 and this organisation is tasked with both attracting international investment into the Business Process Outsourcing sector and in
developing and implementing skills development programmes for the sector.
Atlantis Special Economic Zone Company (ASEZ)
I was nominated to serve on the board of the ASEZ by the Executive Mayor of Cape
Town in 2019 in order to represents the interests of the City of Cape Town as a minority shareholder in this entity.
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References
Rejane Woodroffe: Director of the Bulungula Incubator
Telephone +27833951691
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River Club Development
•
t1mated capita I Cost at Comp Iet1on
Tota I Es.

Rand
3,398

Land and Infrastructure
Rolled-up land Cost

509,756,300
134,750,000
347,394,600
27,611,700

Infrastructure
landscaping
Precinct 1A
Construction Costs
Development Cost, Professional Fees, etc.
Precinct 1B
Construction Costs
Development Cost, Professional Fees, etc.

1,226,002,200
37,900

25,750
6,600

975,976,550
250,025,650

22,100

25,000
7,000

552,500,000
154,700,000

41,845

16,910
6,720

707,400,000
281,052,500

28,155

24,000
7,000

675,720,000
197,085,000

20,000

25,000
7,000

500,000,000
140,000,000

707,200,000

Preclnct 2A - Phase 1
Construction Costs
Development Cost, Professional Fees, etc.

988,452,500

Precinct 2A - Phase 2
Construction Costs
Development Cost, Professional Fees, etc.
Precinct 2B
Construction Costs
Development Cost, Professional Fees, etc.

872,805,000

640,000,000

150,000

Total Construction Costs
All amounts excludes VAT

4,944,216,000

22,744

3,411,596,550

"JT4"

IN THE HIGH COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA
(WESTERN CAPE DIVISION, CAPE TOWN)

CASE NO. 12994/21

In the matter between:

OBSERVATORY CIVIC ASSOCIATION
GORINGHAICONA KHOI KHOIN INDIGENOUS
TRADITIONAL COUNCIL

First Applicant

Second Applicant

and
THE TRUSTEES FOR THE TIME BEING OF

LIESBEEK LEISURE PROPERTIES TRUST
HERITAGE WESTERN CAPE

First Respondent
Second Respondent

CITY OF CAPE TOWN

Third Respondent

THE DIRECTOR: DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT

(REGION 1), LOCAL GOVERNMENT, ENVIRONMENTAL
AFFAIRS AND DEVELOPMENT PLANNING, WESTERN
CAPE PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT

Fourth Respondent

THE MINISTER FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENT,
ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS AND DEVELOPMENT

PLANNING, WESTERN CAPE PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT
CHAIRPERSON OF THE MUNICIPAL PLANNING
TRIBUNAL OF THE CITY OF CAPE TOWN
EXECUTIVE MAYOR, CITY OF CAPE T9WN
WESTERN CAPE FIRST NATIONS COLLECTIVE

AFFIDAVIT

I, the undersigned,

GRAHAM ROBERT JOHN HALDANE

Fifth Respondent

Sixth Respondent

Seventh Respondent
Eighth Respondent
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do hereby make oath and declare as follows:
1.

I am a duly qualified and registered quantity surveyor, with the following
qualifications: MRICS, PrOS, PMAQS. The facts deposed to In this affidavit
fall within my personal knowledge and belief, unless stated to the contrary or
indicated by the context.

2.

I am a member of the Association of South African Quantity Surveyors, a
registered quantity surveyor with the South African Council of Quantity
Surveyors, and a member of the Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors.

3.

I have been employed by MLC Quantity Surveyor's SA (Pty) Ltd since 1984
and I am a director of MLC Quantity Surveyors SA (Pty) Ltd. I attach a copy of
my curriculum vitae, marked 1A'.

4.

In this affidavit I use the abbreviations which, so I have been advised, are
employed in the answering affidavit of the first respondent (LLPT).

5.

I have calculated a range of estimated costs, relevant to certain outcomes
should the applicants in case no. 12994/2021, Western Cape Division of the
High Court of South Africa, obtain the interim interdictory relief sought by them
in part A of the proceedings. I annex a copy of my report (the report) which
sets out my calculations and costings in this connection, marked 1B'.

6.

First, I calculated the work which would have been completed by 25 September
2021 as part of phase 1 on precinct 2A, that is to say the ADC precinct, on the
River Club property. The LLPT's liability at that point in respect of the ADC
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precinct will amount to R349 860 780.00.

Details of my calculation and

workings in this regard appear in annexure A to the report summary.

7.

Next, I calculated what would be due to the main contractor WBHO
Construction (Pty) Ltd (WBHO) in the event of cancellation of the building
contract due to a cessation of the works. WBHO has been appointed in terms
of the principal building agreement of the JBCC Series 2000 (edition 4.1, code
2021, March 2005) (the.JBCC contract) as amended.

8.

Clause 39 of the JBCC contract deals with cancellation due to circumstances
beyond the control of either party. The granting of the interim relief sought by
the applicants would very probably bring clause 39 of the JBCC contract into
operation.

9.

Clause 39 of the JBCC contract provides that either party may cancel the
agreement on cessation of the works for a continuous period of 90 calendar
days or an intermittent period totalling 120 calendar days due to circumstances
beyond the control of either party. Where one party considers cancelling in
these circumstances 1o days notification of such Intention is to be given.

10.

I have calculated the standing time costs which would be payable by the LLPT
in this event, based upon the 10 day notification period and the 90 day delay
period contemplated by clause 39. An amount of R13 028 531.00 would be
payable by the LLPT to WBHO. Details of the calculation in this regard are set
out in annexure B to the report summary.
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11.

I next calculated the value of work which will be completed as at 25 September

2021 in respect of infrastructure for the development as a whole. The amount
for which the LLPT will be liable in this regard is R48 989 259 .00. Details of my
calculation appear in annexure C to the report summary.

12.

I calculated the cost ofWBHO remaining on standby to resume the works. This
calculation was for a period of 18 months. The amount for which the LLPT
would be liable to WBHO would be R115 067 517.00 should the works not be
cancelled as set out in 1O above. Details of my calculations in this regard are
set out in annexure D to the report summary.

13.

I calculated the delay penaltles due by LLPT to the tenant as a result of
construction delays of 6 months with ADC (defined as the Tenant) then
terminating in tenns of clause 10.10 of the development agreement. In terms of
clause 10.10 If the developer (LLPT) does not deliver the premises to the tenant
by the anticipated practical completion date, the developer will owe the tenant
liquidated damages equal to two days of principal rent for every day of delay
until the premises Is delivered to the tenant.

If practical completion is not

achieved within 6 months of the anticipated practical completion date, the
tenant has the right to terminate the agreement (and each of the lease
agreements) within 30 days of such date, on written notice.

14.

The liquidated damages for which the LLPT would be liable to ADC in the event
of clause 10.1 o cancellation would amount to R83 011 296.00, while the cost
of the construction delay would amount to R35 232 029.00. Details of how the
sum of R83 011 296.00 is arrived at appear in the report summary. Details of
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the calculation of the cost of the construction delay are set out in annexure E to
the report summary.

15.

In addition, In the event of termination by ADC in terms of clause 10.1 O of the
development agreement, the LLPT would be liable for interest on development
costs amounting to R14 415 750.00, as set out under item 5 of the report
summary.

16.

I made further certain cost calculations, for Illustrative purposes. In respect of
precinct 1, I calculated that an 18 month delay would result in an Increase in
the estimated construction cost of R141634652.00. An 18 month delay would
result in an escalation of infrastructure costs amounting to R21 306 314.00.
Details of my calculations in this regard are set out in items 6 and 7 of the report
summary.

GRAHAM ROBERT JOHN HALDANE
I certify that the above signature is the true signature of the deponent who has
acknowledged to me that he knows and understands the contents of this affidavit,

whlS,h

Gp.r?-:-.. b.c,g)..... on this .J...t.J.... day of

affidavit was signed and sworn to at ..

... /-f.q_9ud.: .... ~.c~L ......

in accordance with the provisions of Regulation R128

dateU1 July 1972, as amended by Regulation R1648 dated 19 August 1977, R1428
1certlfyth

.

.

t'lil'm~11n6~ A . .

.

tilR&in11

of dlls allldault, that he/Ille doa na111M 111¥ obJedoftto taldn8 the oath, and that 111/lhl •
con9lden lttobe bladlng on 1111/htrcensdlncll, andwhldl Wll 11111111 to 11111 l9led befoN me,:
At:

Nawlandl,

on this dav ot

·

&9 r/ g-I/

zo

ex t

herqu llllonsaionlailnlldinGavsnlllllltGUIIIINo.Rl~IJ-f=---¥=====~~:::::::=---

COMMISSIONER OF OATHS

II

A'

Graham Haldane
PROFESSION:
Quantity Surveyor

JOINED:

CURRENT POSITION:

NATIONALITY:
South African

Director

KEY EXPERIENCE ;
►

Over forty years overall within the construction industry in the UK,
China and South Africa on a variety of projects.

►

Responsibilities on projects include preparation of initial budgets /
conceptual cost plans, detailed estimates, viability studies, advice on
procurement systems, document
preparation, cost reporting, Client
liaison, interim payments, final account preparation and settlement.

1984

DATE OF BIRTH:

5th August 1959

SELECTED RECENT RELEVANT PROJECTS :
►

ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS:
MRICS, PrQS, PMAQS

►
►
►

PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS :
Member of the Association of South African Quantity Surveyors
Registered Quantity Surveyor with the South African Council of Quantity
Surveyors
Member of Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors
LANGUAGE:
English

►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►

APPOINTMENTS :
►
1978 - 1984: Part time training (College requirement), Ian Shaw &
Partners Quantity Surveyo~, Edinburgh, Scotland
►

~

n
~~

~

1984 - date : Director of MLC Quantity Surveyors

CONTACT DETAILS:
Phone : +27 21 673 5800
Mobile: +27 82 880 7377
E-Mail: ghaldane@mlc-group.com

..~,

CONSTRUC110N COST CONSULTANl'S

►
►
►
►
►
►

►
►
►
►
►

Demolittcin and redevelopment of 66,000 m1 Blue Route Mall Shopping
Centre, Cape Town
6 500m2 Transport Management Centre as part of the FIFA Soccer World
Cup 2010, Cape Town
120 000m2 Canal Walk Regional Shopping Centre, Cape Town
30 000m2 Va AW Shopping Centre Extensions, Cape Town
15 000m2 Alterations to Bayside Shopping Mall with 24 000m2 of parking
decks, Cape Town
8 000m2 Foschini Office, Parow
25 0OOm2 Woodmead Office Park, Johannesburg
20 000m2 Norwich On Main Office, Cape Town
10 000m2 Standard Bank Core Branch, Johannesburg
20 000m2 Piazza St John mixed use, Cape Town
Green Point Stadium, Cape Town, 65 000 seat stadium
30 000m2 Brackenfell Shopping Centre Refurbishment
463 Residential units, L.anga for City of Cape Town
180Ha park and mixed use development, Yinchuan, China
120 000m2 Regional Sh!JF>ping Centre, Yinchuan China
350 Room Lagoon Beach Hotel, Cape Town
20 000m2 Warehouse for TFG
40 000m2 Zevenwacht Shopping Centre, Cape Town
65 0OOmZ Table Bay Mall Shopping Centre, Cape Town
150 000m2 Mixed Use Development, cape Town
The Westin Hotel 482 Key Soft Refurbishment, Cape Town
542 Key Sky Hotel Conversion from Office Cape Town
Mobile classrooms for the Department of Transport and Public Works In the
Western Cape
53 Villa Boutique Hotel, Syechelles

DEFINING COST MANAGEMENT
www.mlc-group.com

i
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CONFIRMATION OF
GOOD STANDING
Registration Category: Professional Quantity Surveyor
Registration Number: 2034
Certificate Expiry Date: 2022-03-31

The South African coundl for the Quantity Surverylng Profession confirms that:

Graham Robert John Haldane
• is in good standing with the South African Council for the Quantity Surverying Profession:
• registrc1tion with the South African Council for the Quantity Surverying Profession has not
been suspended or cancelled and there are no proceedings pending by the SACQSP to cancel or suspend
his/her registration with the SACOSP:
• In terms of section 27(3) of the Act he/she must comply with the Code of Conduct and failure to clo so
constitutes improper conduct.
• Please note that only a Registered Person in Good Standing will appear in the database of Registered
Persons, which may be accessed on www.sacQsp.org.za.

• CPD Requirements are applicable to Registered Professional.

IMPORTANT NOTICE

1, Any fraudulently obtatned Letter ot Good Standing shall constitute a crlmlnal offence and the SACQSP shall
Institute criminal proceedings against any perpetrator/s, It Is a criminal offence to unlawfully alter or deface
this letter with the intent to defraud or misrepresent facts contained herein.
2. The SACQSP reserves the right to wllhdraw this letter at any time should the Registered Person not be In
compliance with applicable policies 1md guidelines.
J, The SACQSP reserves the right to withdraw the letter at Its own discretion.

The South African Council for !he QuanlllV Suu•J1n11 Prol•Hla" <SACCilSPl 15 • Slatu1or1 bodY enal>ll•h•d In IBnns ot sect11>J1 2 ol the o ...n111y
Swwtylng PtolHslon Act 49 ol 2000 ("Iha Acr') wnh powors, ol>Ject• Bl'ld euthorHy to ra11ulal• end admlnlllff "'lllslorod 1H>r■ o111 under 111

JurlrdlctlOl'I In terms of SKllon 18 111 Ille Ael.

Dr D.R Letchmiah
President

Ms P.N.M Nore
Registrar
iii,

j

,._ .•... '.·
PRIVVSEAL'

CERTIFICA T E
OF R EGISTRATION

",

THI SOUTH AfllGAH
CDDNCll
lorthe
·
QUARJIIY IURVIYING PBDIESBIDN

The South African Council for the Quantity Surveying Profession (SACQSP) certifies that:

Graham Robert John Haldane is a registered Professional Quantity
Surveyor
Full Name:

Graham Robert John Haldane

Designation:

Professional Quantity Surveyor

Registration Number:

2034

Effective from:

1990-03-12

Valid Until:

2022-03-31

Contact Detail~;
Landline:

021*857*72

Moblle:

082 * 807 *77

Email:

gha*dan*@mlc'1.co.*a

Categories of Reg isti·atlon:

18, (1) The categories in which a person may register in the quantity surveying profession are (a) Professional Quantity Surveyor:
(b) Candidate Quantity Surveyor; or

(c) specified categories prescribed by the council.
(2) A person may not practise in any of the categories contemplated in subsection (1),
unless he or she is registered in that category.
(3) A person who is registered in the category of candidate must perform work In the
quantity surveying profession only under the supervision and control of a professional
of a category as prescribed.

Ms P.N.M Mor~
Registrar

~

Dr D.R Letchmiah
President

PRIV'r'SEAL'

CONSTRUCTION COST CONSULTANTS

File Ref: MLC-7020

20th August 2021
Nicholas Smith Attorney
2nd Floor
114 Bree Street

Cape Town

Dear Sirs,
RIVER CLUB DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL DELAY DAMAGES
As requested, MLC Quantity Surveyors have prepared the attached the estimates potential delay I cancellation
damages to our Client, Liesbeek Leisure Properties Trust, should the River Club Development be delayed due to
Court proceedings.
The attached costs exclude Bank Services fees and cancellation costs which we believe have been provided to
yourselves by our Client.
We would highlight that the monetary amounts included in the attached document are estimated costs at this
stage and all values exclude VAT.

In addition to the estimated costs we have also attached some additional back up I support documentation that
will be of assistance in understanding how the attached costs have been arrived at.
Should you have any queries or require any additional information please do not hesitate to contact us.

GRAHAM HALDANE

Director

DEFINING COST MANAGEMENT
MLC QUANTITY SURVEYORS SA (P'TY) LTD I Reglstrltlon !,lo. 2010/0107-44107
Group CED:
Board Dlrec:tbl'S!
Group Directors:

RS \'alentl
GRJ Haldan<>, NI' MatJi

GY Bathfleld, JL De Bruin, P De Wet, JR Grabbelaar, JR Hellilll(s,
SA Hughes, GJ McEw•n, MM Mdloto, TJ Reynold5, ASacks, CUT Van Wyk
senior Associates: YChr!stodoutou, AN Isaacs, ID Power, SJ Thompson
Assactates:
G Benzie, B Grabler, Ill\ Haye,, MP Lawrence, 5 Mahomed, KG Mookets1,
A Opperman, MG Peck, H Singh

In a,sociation wUh MLC Botswana I Mauritius I Dubai I Montenesro
JOHANNESBURG OFFICE,
CAPE TOWN OFFICE:
Th<> Offices of Hyde Park,
3~ Floor, Letterstedt Hause,
Strouthos Pia«,, Hyde Park, Cnr Main Ii Campground Rd,
Johr,nne,bu,e 2U6
Hewlands 7700
T +27112831500
T •27 21 6735B00
E lnfo.Jhb@mlc-1mup.ccm E into.c=lc-1raup.com
W www.mJc..group.com

DURBAN OFFICE:
1" Floor, 76 Richerond
Circl!!, Ridgeside,

..

--iJ'

x:;..A~

Umhlanga~319
~~;.::.
T •l7 ll 940 7783
; ,
E info.kzn®lnlc•.eroop.co;.

coNmtucnoN con CONSIA.TAlffli
RIVER CLUB POTENTIAL DELA

Zo/08/2021

1 PRECINCT 2A PHASE 1 · WORKS COMPLmD END SEPTEMBER 2021 COMMENCEMENT OF DEIAV PERIOD
Work completed on site as at 25th September 2021 • refer to Arinexure A
•work to End September 2021"

2 PRfON

•

349,860,780

R

NC L\ATION BY PRINCIP LCONTRACTOR DUE TO CESSATION OF THE WORKS

Standing time in accordance with JBCC -10 days for notification and 90
days delay prior to cancellation - refer to Clause 39 of attathed JBCC
Contract Document• Refer to Annexure B "cessation 3 Months Delay"

R

13,O28,S31

R

48,989,259

R

115,067,517

3 OVERALL DEVELOPMENT PREONCTJNFRSTRUCTUR

SEPTEMBER 2021
Work completed on site as at 25th September 2021- refer to Annexure C
"Infrastructure Cost End September 2021"

4 PREONCT 2A PHASE1 • EXTRA OVER CANCELLATION OF WORKS DUE TO
CESSATION FOR 18 MONTH STANDING TIME, l;SClATlON, ETC. (FOR
ILLISTRATIVE PURPOSES ONYl
Extra over cancellation of works due to cessation of wor1<s for 18 months
standing time, cost escalations, etc - refer to Annexure O • 18 Months
Standing Time"

S PRECINCT 2A PHASE 1 LEASE CANCELLATION BY TENANT AFTER 6 MONHS DELAY IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE
DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT EXWDES ANV COST RELATING TO CANCEUATION UNDER ANV OTHER PROVISION OF
Development Agreement extract:
10,10

Provlded the Agreement has not been canceled, if 1he Oevelgper subsequenlly daes not cleliver the
Pnlmlses lo Tenent by the Anllclpated Prai:lil;al Complellon Date, lhen unless the clelar Is caused by a
Vis Major Evem ore Covlcl Delay or an event caused by the Tenanl or a related iuirty, the Dellllloperwhl
owe lhe Terianl liquleieled damages equel to two {2) daye of PllnClpal Rent (as defined ill each oflhe
Lease Agieements) for every day Ill' delay untll lhe Pn!ml$8$ is delivered 10 Iha Tenant. II Pmctical
ComJ)letton ii; nal adlleved 1\11bln six(&) Months aneru.e Anticipated PraeliGal C0ml)let1011Date Tenant
shaft llave lhe tight to le11111Aate the Agreemenl (and each ls&e Agreement) wilhln 30 (thirty) '11aye of
auc:h da1e:, 011 wrfl1en notice, wilhaul preJUdlce ID Its right to clalm Ille afolesllid liquidated damages unlil
dale of t,mninallon. In the event lhal the Tenant does no11lmeous1y provkle lhe afcresaid 1erinImrtf011
nDlice 1he Agreemom will net lennlnsle notwfthSlanding 1he aforesaid delay.

Precinct 2A Phase l development cost
Lease penalty for late completion 2 >e dally rental
Lease penalty if retail development not complete 6 months after lease
commencement
Interest on development costs @ 7%
Interest on infrastructure costs (§l 7%
Delay of 6 monttis equates to:
Lease penalty of Precinct 2A - refer to above clause 10.10 extract from the
lease agreement

R

1,106,684,400
R83,002,200 / 36S x 2 = R4S4,806.57/day
2OO,00O/month or R6,575,34/day
212,24O/day on day one then compounded
69,O52/day on day one then compounded

R

83,011,296

Interest on development costs (items 1, 2 & 3 above) @ 7% to March 2022
assumed lease cancellation date

14,415,750

Construction delays - refer to Annexure E "Construction Delays•

35,232,029

TOTAL PRECINCT 2A PHASE 1 • LEASE CANCEllATI0N AFTER 6 MONTHS
DEIAY IN ACCORDANCE WITH LEASE AGREEMENT

R

132,659,075

6. PRECINCT 1 • 18 MONTH DElAY (ASSUMED NOT A PROBABLE e\lEl'n}
Precinct 1 Estimated Development Cost under review based on final scope
of work to be executed under Precinct 1

R

1,196,744,000

Escalatlon at 7.89" of contract sum per annum on contract sum with a 0.5
cash flow factor

R

141,634,652

7 INFRASTRUCTURE -18 MONTH DElAY (ASSUMED NOT A PROBABLE EVENT)
Infrastructure, includinB land costs (excludes Zola portion included In Item

R

360,056,000

labove)
Escalation at 7,89% of contract sum per annum on contract sum with 11 0.5
cash flow factor
Interest on infrastructure delay costs @ 7%- assumed not applicable

21,306,314
0

R= = = = = = = - =2=1.;;
,30
,;;;6-;,3
;;;1=4

NB All monetry amounts reflected exclude VAT

.~,
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ANNEXURE A "WORK TO !;NI:! ~EPTEM~ER l!!Z1"
eBKl~CIZA !l:l§E:&. Wmlll mztemm Dll2~HB

141:a-mMMEHl:EMmlaES!M!PEIUOD
Work complehd ZSthloly 2W • rofer 10 PPS 16 Red
alla-8SAppendl!ll

R

157,858,638

Projected additional work aimplellan AuJUSt and Seplember
ZOll:

P & G A,.ust & up ta Z5th Sopllmber 2021 <Dmmona,ment of

delaypertod

10,987,866

FIiied Com-Reier to atta<hed Prellmln>ry & Goner>l5ummary
Sh..t attodlod .. Appendl< 2

5;178,340

Fl"'d Oo>I! - Refer to attad,ed Prellmlnory & Gonora ISummery
Shut (Appendix 2J credit removal of site establishment

-117,520

Time Related P & G- 3 monlh., ofTime Related Pn,llmlnory &
General Casl!I refll!!r to Pr.eflmfllary and Gen"ra' .summary Sheet,
Appendl< 2., (18 month, Conrtruotion Parlad P & G • R40 547
660, which equates to R 2 252 B48Jn,onth • 3 month• R Ii 757

6,757,943

943
l,e,sP & G already Included In PPS 16 Rev 2 aboYe,Appendlx 1,

-l,03l,097

Builder's Watk completed tc Z5th September- Refer to
al:tathed summary sheet for Builders Work Ttado Vllloes
Ap,,..,dlx4,

EarthW<lrl<s

14,623,942

90,00,,:

12,283,924

Conmte Formwork and Reinforcement

239.070,653

20.00%

47,814,l!ll

ElearJcal-flrst fix IIIStallatron

834,636

20JIC%

166,927

L11h1nlhl Protealon

l,l2!1,520

75.00%

847,140

293,089.910

5,00%

Allowance for material orders for WBHO

works/ order

cancellation corts, etc

WBI-IO Main Ccntrad. Works Prim FbcJng Fee

Ccntrad :sum, Appendbl 3.
Less. Price Fbdns Fee. Appendllc s,
les.5 ProvJslanal Sum:s, Append It S.
\lalue .subject to price D11:Jns

14,654,496

Ulll!
583,llD,nl

1,465,640

-5,741,000
-237,547,274
339,822,498

5el•ttod5ub-COntracts
Pl~ng, less advanced PBYment IIWIJdl!d in PPS 16 Rev 2

30,257,847

9O.00ll

Z..734,062

Facsdl!S allowance for materilll ordtr,: pieced

141,116,923

35.0011

44,892.923

105,282,914

60.00%

Prafassfonal Fees
Prat'oalonal roe., Appendix l col.Jmn 7.
LAIH Professional Foes lndudd In PPS 16 Rev 2. Appendix 1,

5B,671,74S
-31,430,412

(i. .eral costs

General Costs1 Append ii!: 1 col1.1tnn 7.

57,892,920

9,975,290

25.otm

·1,061,599

Lm Geoer>I Co"5 Included In PPS 16

10TALPREONCT2APHASE1 WOIIICCOMPI.EIED£NDSIPTEMB£R
21121 EXCWDING VAT

R

349,l!60,78D

cotfffllUCTION COST C0HJULTAHIS

ANNEXURE B "CESSATION 3 MONTHS DELAY"
PREQNCT 2A PHASE 1 • JBCC PRINCJl'AL CONTRACT QAUSE 39.0 CANCJLlATION • C§SADQN OF THE W0RJ<S

Refer to attached JBCC Prlnclpal Bulldlng Agreement Edition 4.1 March 2005 Clause 39,0

,

39.0 CANCELLATION - CESSATION
OF THE WORKS
...
39.1

~

Either party may cancel this a·g reement on the cessation of the works for a continuous period of ninety (90)
calendar days, or inl•f'Tlfllent period totalling one hundred and twenty (120) calendar days, due 10
circumstances beyo~ the control of eHber party. Where such party considers csncellfng this agreement,
notice shall be glvefl 1o the other. Should lhe party receiving the notice not object in writing within ten (1 O)
worlclng days_
date of Issue of such a notice the cencamng party may give notice of cancellation. Such
cancele~io!' aliall be without prejudice IO any rights that either party may have

oUbe

39.2#

No ctaui.e ·

39.2.1/3#

No cfeu.ss

38:3 _ Where eHher party cancels this agreement In term& of 39 ,1 or 39 .2 the following shall apply:
39,3.1

The principal agent shall forthwflh issue a contract lnstruelion specifying the continuation of work
and protective measures required lo bring the works 10 specific poin1s of cessation. The contractor
may cease work should the contractor be prevented lrom carrying out such contract Instruction due
lo reasons entirely beyond his control

39.3 .2

Execution of the works shall cease. The contractor shan remain responsible for the works In terms
of 8.1 unlll posseasion is relfnqulshed to Iha amplo1er

39.3 .3

011 relinquishing possession ol lhe works, Iha contractor may remove lrom the site his.temporary
buldings; p~nt a'nd macl)inery
!

f

··

;

.;

j

I
Principal Building Agreement Page 26

ber2020

39.3.5

The prlnclp'!'I 11,11ent_sha/l forth"'jllh compile ;a report on,lhe statu~ ~fthe pc~n o.f !he w~rl<s_.•JC11~uted
by the contractor ·be~o.r, l~e cl\"ce~llofl otlhis •!!"'l!ment a11,d fhall 8,lso imcll!d~ all work;ex~'1"ted,.
I~ l8!ffiSPf3~.2l1 ➔nd _ahaB;lss~1such ~ IDP,0 rt ID l~e el"plorer ian d_lhe fDlltra-:1°! !
: I ,
1
1
l
I
J
•
•
I
•
.
1
The prl~clpal
sha'1 t!meo sly ~olnm.:nce ·and c~mplet~ a flrial acbount .
.
'

•&•~·.

39.3.6

The employer shall be hable lo the contractor lor the cosl ol materlal5 and goods includlng those
ordered before such cencellatlon where the contractor la botJnd to accept and make peymenl. The
contractor shall deliver such materials and goods to Iha employer In good order

39.S.7

The prlnclpal agent shall continue to certilylhe value ol the work executed by the contractor and the
value of materials and goods ror paymenl by lhe employer

39.3.e

The security In terms of 14 .0 shan reduce to the value applie.ible after the iosue or the cenmc1\e of
practical campletlon
The latent defects liabl~lV period shall end In terms of 27 .2.1

39.4

Neither par1y shell be nable lo the other for any e~pense and loss resulting from lhls cancellalion .

CONSIRUCllON COST CONSULTANTS

ANNEXURE C "INFRASTRUcruRE COST END SEP EMBE

021"

PRECINCT 2A PHASE l • EXTllA OVER CESSATION OF WORKS FOR 18 MONTH STANDING TIME. ESCIATION ETC

Work completed 25th July 2021 • refer to PPS 66 Rev 1 attad\ed ••

R

Allowance for profe.slonal fees due to oxtend•d time • 1°"
allowance
Pmvlsfon for p~nclpal agency fee,
Provision for town plannlne fees
provision for landscape arct,ltectfees
Provision for Envlronmental Impact Assesment fees
Provision for sean:~ & Rescue fees
Provision for marlcetlns fees
Provision for development planning fees (J HugoI
Provision for AFMAS fees

47,459,259
1,530,000

150,!IDO

210,ooc
50,000

aoo,ooo

lDD,000

270,000
300,000
lSO,DDD

External Works Ongoing Operations! E,u,enres

13,()81,000

Site secllrity

2!14,000

External Roads (159' allowa nee 10 cover eotablishmOflt and materials
ordered)
Grass cutting
Lltterboom projects

Development contributions for roads, etc

12,750,000
27,000
10,000
0

External Work:J/ PrcfeS1ional Fees
Temporary fencing

10,000

Interest on Delay costs @) 7'6 • excluded

TOTAL PRECINCT 2A PHA5E1 • EXTRA OVER

CESSATION OF WORKS FOR 18 MONllt
STANDING TIME, ESCALATION, ETC

0

R

48,981l,259

CONSJRUCIION cosr CON5ULTANT5

NNEXURE D n1s MONTHS STANDING TIME"
l'IIEC!NCT 2A PHASE 1- EXTRA OVER CESSATION Of WORKS FOii 18 MONTH STANDING TIME, ESCIATION. ETC

Standlni time 118 monlhs)-llme related Prellml"""' and Genoral
Costs refer to attached Pr•llm1"8rv & General Ca.st SUmmory

40,547.660

attached Appendlx2

ABawanoo fer JIIOl'uslonal
allowance

f••• due to extended ~m• -1*

10,528,291

Allowance far General Cons due to extended time • 10K allowance
AUowance far Cost Escalation aver 18 Month Dalay (October 2021 •
Morch 2023) on Ccnstruolian Coat., Profuslonal Feos and General
Costs excludlnl! l)llld at end September 2021

5,789,292

40,854,176

.,

Table Z: Manlhly Forecasts of the 1ER Bulldlng Cost lndu: ZD20-202S(Dec2016=10ll)

aozo
i:Jrf! .INDEX
JAN

-·
f""'

APRI
MAI
JUN
JULY
AUG
SEl>T
OCT•
NO\
DEC

YEA•

116.0
116.1
116,0
115.8

:aw.

"·

115,6
117.2
118.8
120A

119.S
118,6

117,7
117.4
117'5

INDEX.
SA

2.6
1.9
1.ll

D.6
2.3

4.0
5.7
4.4
3.1
1.8

1.3

2,;

"

117.0
116.7
118.9

202Z
INDEI
0-9

o.s
2;5
4.6

12l.1
WA
125.3
127,2
129.2
129.S
129.8
130.2
129.5
124;8

6.7
6.9
7,1

7,3
8.4
SA
10.6
10.S
li-3

Allowance fer ohortfall In BER Indices due to exchange rate

:129.3
:129.6
1311..2

lll0.8
131.4
192.5

TOTAL PIIECINa ZA PHASE l • EXTRA OVER
CESSATION OF WORKS FOR 18 MONTH
STANDING TIMf, ESCAIATIDN, nc

s.o

]35.li

4.1

1!5.1

1;!""
18,938,829

115,067,511

2024

""

195.0
135.2

9.5
8.0
6.5
S.7
4.2
4.2

11,497,8D1

R

11l.5
11.1

l!B.6

-19,028,591

Leu 3 Month Cenatlcn Delay• Tab 2

"

194.7
194.9
125.2

fluetuatlonst abnnmial cost lnc:reases [11 sta:el costs, etc) .. 2~

Interest an Deley casts@ 7%

zou·
INDEX

136.o

lll6.8

4.1

-~4.4

.

4.4
4.3
4.4
4.6
4.7

137.6
138.8
140.0
141.2
141.4
141.6
141.9
142,7
,,.:::1u.;

INDDC

4.7
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.7
5.6

;

""'A·;;

142.9
142.5
143.5
144.S
145.S
146.6
147.8
149.0
149.S
150.0

" 5.11
S.4

2025
INDEX
152.3

151.6
1S2.S
15SA
154.2
15S.2
156.2
157.2
157.9

"

6.6
6.4

5.5
5.6
S.7
5.7
S.6
5.S
5.7
5.9

158.6

152.0

6.1
6.S

160.S

5.8
5.7
5.5
5.6
5,7
5.8
5.6

_i.n;g

5.1

155,l;

ss

150.5

]59.3

6.3

6.1
6.0

5.39%

ANNEXURE E "18 MONTHS STANDING TIME"
PtecfN,12AJllia.. 1

T""• ral....i PI'< G-ref-,1o Appondb! 2

Pr. Gfor& month porfod
Eacalation at 7H of contract sum per annum on contract
Increased professlonal r... due lo ....,IMI dolay
Jnae1H General ccst allowance. Dneklpment Fu 4.1"

2,253,203 par month
U,519,220 pot,1111111 standlns Ume
10,204,439 escalnlon projtctlon
10,5'5,7ll0
972,670

35,2il2,02S

2.00

TIME-RELATED [EMS

2.2
2.5
2.6
2.9
2.10
2.11
2.12
2.13
2.14
2.15

Offices and storage sheds
Ablution and latrine Facilities
supervision
Supervision transport/ travel
Craneage
Tools and equipment
Scaffolding
Water supplies
Electric power
Communications
Air supplies

2_ 17

Security

1,103,640_00

2.18
2.19
2.23

Safety
Cleaning
other time related obligations -

570,810.00
1,597,350.00
3,109,630.00

2.7

1,097,730.00
59,310.00
18,791,880.00
2, 116,890.00
7,206,870.00
242,680.00
2,012,000.00
249,900.00
1,499,400.00
467,010.00
422,560.00

40,547,660.00

a.1..,

CONSIIUC1ION COST CONSIIIDN1S

Our Ref:

MLC-7020 Z
16 Au11ust 2021

Liesbeek Leisure Properties Trust
2nd Floor The Pavn1on
Cnr Portswood & Beach Roads
V&A Waterfront

APPENDIX 1

For the Attention of Mr Pieter van Wyk
Dear Sirs,
RIVER CLUB PREaNg ZPROJECT ZOLA
PROJECT PAYMENT SUMMARY NO 16 Rev 2
We endose herewith for your attention, our current Project Payment summary, together with supporting
documentation for your action fn due course.

Please be aware that there Is currently a spate of fraudulent actMty whereby third parties are able to
intercept electronic lnvofces and alter the bank account detafls on the Invoice.
We recommend that your accounts department check the current banking details loaded on your systems
for exfstlng vendors and verify new vendors details as we cannot accept any liability in this regard.

Please do not hesitate to contact us should you have any queries in COMectlon with the above.

Yours faithfully,
MLC QUANTITY SURVEYORS

G RJ

HALDANE

GRJH/grjh

Encls.

DEFINING COST MANAGEMENT
lo\l,C QU&MTITY 5Ull\lETOAS L'I tl'tVI LTD t 111t,:l1tralf1111 th. 2n10101074'\l07
Cltfl«PI. lti: Soulr, .Uric.a~ Caipr Town, tlurbaR,, GH,,-, JMM1111«h1.tlll, J:rr.-1-,rut
lloar4 Dln:ct.ar&:

SanlcrAsaoclatc5:
#,,;1,11iri••~1

GY e ..orlkll1"', JL l)co 8Nlr,, P Cw;- Wet, ,IR G"robb!Jlin,,·, c.SU H.i:ilrJ4nco.•.
S.U·full~ c:.Jlt,c-C-.,nn, NPMAtia11)'191a.AS:ldis, CDl Y.lln Wyk.,
RS \W~ur, MW su1c:i-w u:'.irtlnJJI CWJ
t.J f'Plfl"rnoolt', J1l HrlHnt1, .AN 111111c1, I.C F'uMc"I'', SJ Tt,ompmn•
._. h&11;1'1c:'.ll1, Y Chrbtodtlulou, DJ &lu Pl)ollrd", BA~•, B Oroble:;
HP t4k'l'-1bo.Y. M Pell~. AC Jluyl<110t'•I• C 5'u:,r\"
....... l\"""-"C.;i,.

!n 11wiieLlt.Uet1 ~hi Ml.C. 9Dl~w..n• I 5...:i.7.lland I N.ao11riU1r. I nu,,,,t I olbu Oh11bl
Qllt••IMOl'IIIIWl-cll"O:

.~,
---

Jl'IIIIWJI PU'.CJIICT l PROJKT ZOU.

R>R

Ll~EE1t l.!1SUR£ l'KCll'ElfflB TRVST
MI..C•71110Z

~~~EN'I' SIIMIMRY N0 1' IIIIY l

16 Auf<nl 1011

~..!!UP.._~

.
C~CT·/COltSIII.T.AII)"

·1

co,n:wirlllll,PA'l'IE

1

aMIMtr!)ilE'lllliOI,
TIIS,~

·Ulllll!R•TIIS
sutiiAIY

.

~ -,¥Al)

t.00
1.01

land Coot

Payee Nam•

TOTAL• UIID
~/ol,50NT1IACT

1.01
2.01

"'1ndi,o1Cl>nlract
Plllnt -cod l'Ryment

WIIIIO

LIits

◄ .02

Site hrfmieb!r F@ndn1

, _ HIIM

,.,-e,e Name-

lOTAL- IJW!tT PAYMl:HT / CONT11Am

6,00

l.o1
6.02
Ul
• .M
U5
U6

6.07

.

~IIGVAl)

ll:l.C!il,IJDll¥AT)

~¥Al)

.-

.

1l5,165,017.50 l

17,7~517.511 l

. •

119,230,450.00

R

0.1111

I

•.

·7 .

,s,m\A_ _ntlM.CGJST

eGIJ''IO.COMPIDIOII

·Afftl'.Q$IDCIKl'.Nll'2
.

~VA1)

t'1 -SI '

111,2JG,45t.CID R

J41,0DO

R

111,5,Z,'60

R

135,965,0U,10

17,1l4.567.5D

111,UO,ffl.OO

I.DD

111.JJ0,,450.00

S41,IIDO

111,'11,-

R

1,089,513.76
D,00

142,119.61
D,00

947,-.14
0.00

9'1,J57.0I
4,'!Pl,DDD.DD

1,9-08,nl.15
4,418,DDD..00

6119,«15,IJI
D

611,31),159
4,491,000

R

1,00,,SIJ.76

1 ◄2,11t.'2

947,◄6 ◄ ,'4

S,45',157.01

f,«M,n1.15

1119,4115,UI

615,111,159

R

11.00

O.GO

D.00

0.00

0.00

D

D

R

0.00

1),00

0.00

11.00

0.00

JO,ru,ooo

30,751,DDD

a.ao

O.OI

a.DO

a.DO

O.OII

500,000

500.000

0,00

0.00

0.00

a.oo

ii.DO

31,l!ll,OOO

31,l!ll,000

R

Esailatlon

R

0.00

0.00

D,00

II.OD

0.011

ll,Q,000

U,-409,000

TOTAL • 6SCAU.TION

R

o.oo

0.00

D.00

a.oo

0.00

2l.-.ooo

23,-.ooo

415,JOD,OO

O ,JIIII.IICI
f55,'400.llll

l'.!!!!'ffllDNAL Fm MID Df5Blll$laMEIITJ
P~ndplA9onl
Arthhe<IS
QlllfttltvSUW,,01>

Enfl,,NI!
Clvll1 lrnllnem

Elt<ll1c1I IHI-le l'nlfneers
Mechanlad En11n..,.

w.t semco, Enp,Offl

6.09
6, 111

Rallanal l'fre Deslsn 6 Fl,. Pnltffllon
LIil E'np,een

L 12
l.13
6.14
.. ,,

5·
TIii'~
INGWDfll'Dl•THIS
SUMM.Wr.

~

UB

0.11

...

INl;li!lOO)·

DIRECT PJIYMENT I CONIMCT$

◄ .OI

5.01

~~

S

'TIii$•-

TDWn" m OUT AUOWAIIW
TOTAL·fflWITRTOUTAllc,WAN(B

5,00

R

ICeller

TDTAL, PRINCIPALtORTIL\CT

4.00

•

:AIICIUIII'....

----------------------------"
•.1,:_
h"'.,),,I:...•~..____________,'le:,I""
•,.,,. ....,
: ..
1.61!!

2.00

J.00

¥f,fAll\!QIT•M

~ Af<hlle<b

Health a Salellr Cmsulbnt
1'1Qode81stIMd"'9PlanAj)p,-\

CAf!X ""'~
P...,...udllt«ts
MI.C QIM\1ty S-0,,,,.
ZulMI
Z<111rl

5.Wf)' l 511Mrlc

R

1,G87,900.00
44,850.00

141,1CII.DD

5,1511,00

4ll,000.00
1,036,000.00
6117,0DD.OO
946,IIDD.OO
3'1,IIDD.00

D.DD

II.DO

0.00

1,191,AIID.OO

691,~.oo

,,.a.oo

1,◄67,315,00

1,P9,ll5,IIO

1C!l,39!,5C9

7,275,771.00

1,]11,771.110

(9,Jll,7711

3,157,GCIO,OII
5,]16,000.1111
Z.1110,DDO,OO

4,364,IIIJO.OO

lf,]64,CIIIOJ

6,:WZ,DII0.00
l,1149,DIIO.OD

(1JM9,000J

lt.5,9J5,IIO

Jt.5,tJS.00

(J65,9J5)

o.ao

a.oo

o.oo

o

· a.DD
ll,!115.DD
o.06

o.oo

a.ao

D,00
91,415.00
D.00

o.oo

c.oo

Finn

BJ,900.DD
O.IIQ

0.00
150,000.00

IJ,900.DD
1511,DDO,OO

IU,909)
(150,DOOJ

a.DD

o.oo

o.oo

0.1111

o

li7,SOO.DD
D.00
0.00

7,!GG.00
D.00
1.10

50,0DO.GII
0.1111
O.GO

l!lll,D00.00
14,Hl.112
1,SU,654.19

lOD.OD0.111
24,UI.D
1,ffl,654,19

{!OCl,IIOO)

S.U. ■ilond "'91.....

Flnn
Finn

......,
UIC-tlng[np\eeq
Sky-

Ctyef<apeTawn

o.oo
o.oo

a.no

o.oo

o.oo

o.oa

1115,212,914

(!,JU,000)

"""

o.oa

1

D

o

(14,258)
11,51l,65◄J

G

~
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RIYEII CllJll PRECINCT 2 PROJECI' :ZOLA

FOR
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AMIIUNt JIIIIM!lllla.Y

lHIUWIMAk'f

6.1&

IJlndSUNeyarSoltlnt

out

6.17

Logal

6.18
6.19
6,20

E'lwl""""""la\Mlnql!fflQnt

w-..

Wln,!Study

6.!Dl
-&.lal Bll0150

&.204 Ill,\ Ucense
uos Pn,Ject
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Contmt All Rflk .......... Poller

8,01

tapllallsedtnleN!tt
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D.00

39,511.75
a.DO

'5,f0.7S
12,ffl.50
7,155.DO
D.DD

,(l:ljCII.IID111G'VAl)

,ISPElcq5,!!EPOllM!DI

sn.111 . 11

66,646.67

ll.ll00.00

24,615.00

32,IIOO,<D
24,6fUD

74,11,1.111
O.DD

(ll,OOOJ
ll4,6!St
(74.1641
0

-

4,409,5'59.H

14,425.00

196,m.oo

231.1400.0D

t>l1,4ll<II

13,9J0.00

l,,1&7,525,00

l,251,◄SS.OO

{),151,4551

47,700.00

M5,~.aa

{645,5.<ID)

-.""'4.41

5'l7,94ll.OO
18,900.00
1,3J3,33J.ll

Jl,900.DO
1,m~m.1&

(Jft,900)
11,m,na,

575,15'.92

, ••34,399."'4

27, 14',011. 71

ll,"8D,412, 17

7),&01,501

0.00

M1069,32D

O.CIO

l,G11,930
D

0,00

0.00

0.00

MO

O.DO

0.01
0.00

0.00
0,00

0,00
0.00
0.00
D.00

a.DD

O.DD

a.oo

a.ao

0.00

0.00
0.00
D,00

uo

0
JSJ,710

a.DO

o.oo

0.00
0.00

O.IID
D,00

1,,000,000

0.00

0.00
Zlf,151.17

0.00

a.OD

1,741,054.41

n.m

1'1,15L17

1,741,054."8

0.00

0.00

0.00

o.oo
l,DD2,21U5
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o.oo

a,m
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0

D
D
0

a.....,._,,_,.
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-
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24,969 '2D
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D
0
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o.uo
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D,00
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0.00
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a.OD

a.oo

O.OII

0.00
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D
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o.ao
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o.m

••
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0,00

a.GO
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0,00
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0..00

o.oo
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APPENDIX2

P&G BREAK~DOWN The River Club
1.00

FIXED CHARGE OBLIGATIONS

1.1
1.7

Insurances
Offices and storage sheds
Signboard
Ablution and latrine Facilities
Craneage
Tools and equipment
Water supplies
Electric power
Access
Security - fencing & hoardings
Other fixed charge obligations
Removal of Site Establishment

1.8
1.11
1.14
1.16
1.18
1.19
1.23
1.24
1.28
1.29

Sell

293,740.00
710,860.00
· 24,000.00
17,260.00
2,297,660.00
20,290.00
352,290.00
1,353,870.00
123,750.00
60,000.00
7,300.00
117,320.00
5,378,340.00

2.00

TIME-RELATED ITEMS

2.2

Offices and storage sheds
Ablution and latrine Facilities
Supervision
Supervision transport / travel
Craneage
Tools and equipment
Scaffolding
Water supplies
Electric power
Communications
Air supplies
Security
Safety
Cleaning
Other time related obligations -

2.5
2.6

2.7
2.9
2.10
2.11
2.12
2.13
2.14
2.15
2.17
2.18
2.19
2.23

1,097,730.00
59,310.00
18,791,880.00
2,116,890.00
7,206,870.00
242,680.00
2,012,000.00
249,900.00
1,499,400.00
467,010.00
422,560.00
1,103,640.00
570,810.00
1,597,350.00
3,109,630.00
40,547,660.00

TOTAL P&G

45,926,000.00

APPENDIX 3. FINAL SUMMARY
MLC 7020
RIVER CLUB PRECINCT 2 PHASE 1
INCIPAL CONTRACT

Final Slffllma

Pa1e

Section

Amount

No

No

3

Conditions of Contract

0

52,473,588.06

4

Builders Work

76

293,089,909.91

5

Provisional Sums

83

237,547,274.04

Sub Total

R

saJ, 110, 1n.01

Value Added Tax (15%)

R

87,466,615.80

R

670,577,387.IU

Carried to Form of Tender

84

w

ift1

CDNSIIIIICnON C O I T -

APPENDIX 4. BUILDER'S WORK SUMMARY

MLC 1010

RIVER CLUB PRECINCT 2 PHASE 1
PRINCIPAL CONTRACT

Builders Work
SECTION SUMMARY • Builders Work

Pase

Bill
No

Amount

No

Preliminaries
2

Earthworks

9

14,623,941.80

3

Concrete, formwork and reinforcement

38

239,070,652.71

4

Rafnwater Disposal

49

4,301,299.89

5

Precast concrete

51

1,715,120.96

6

Masonry

56

14,411,525.03

7

Waterproofin!I

61

2,726,701.21

8

Metalwork

65

2,412,822.47

9

Plastering

67

11,863,689.32

10

Electrical

68

834,636.00

11

Lightning Protection

75

1,129,520.52

Carried to Final Summary

76

R

293,089,909.91

Hf2
APPENDIX 5. P & G / PRICE FIXING FEE

MLC 7020
RIVER CLUB PRECINCT 2 PHASE 1
PRINCIPAL CONTRACT

Unit

Item
No

Quantity

Amount

Rate

1

WBHO priced P & G"s

Item

46.732,588.06

2

Price Fixing Fee

Item

5,741,000.00

Carried to Final Summary

R

52,473,588.06

Bill No. 1

0

(1J

QUANTITY SURVEYORS

Our R.ef: MLC-7020
16 August 2021
Liesbeek Leisure Properties Trust
2nd Floor The Pavilion
Cnr Portswood a Beach Roads
V&A Waterfront

APPENDIX 6.

For the Attention of Mr Pieter van Wvk

Dear Sirs,

RIVER CLUB LAND COST
PROJECT PAYMENT SUMMARY NO 66 Rev 1

We enclose herewith for your attention, our current Project Payment Summary, together with supporting documentation
for your action in due course.
Please do not hesitate to contact us should you have any queries in connection with the above.
Yours faithfully,

MLC QUANTITY SURVEYORS

~~

DIRECTOR
GH/gh
CC

Capex Projects • Mr S. Walls

DEFINING COST MANAGEMENT
Ml.CQUAKTTTY SURVEYORS SA (PTY) LTD I lloafsl,.llon Ila. 2D1D/D10744/07
Offic.t!i In 5oulh Afri(b; Cape Town, Durban. Georte-, JDhantiHt,ure, Pre1.orl11

fn .nux:intion .,.,tth MLC Ballwana I SwaZ11and I Maurttios I Dubai J Abu Dhabi
Qatilr I l&mleri.egra

G'i' Balhfield', .Jl De Bnrin, P De Wet, JII: GfObtlelHr, GR.I Haldime•,
SA. Hughu, GJ Mcfwan, NP f4afumyel@, A S.acks, CDT Viln Wyk,
RS 'lill1mti. MW SLrJc.ker (Group CEOJ
Senior As:s~h,te1: AJ Featherslmle, JR Hellinss, AN tsaa~. LO Pa\¥!~ p SJ ThomJJ~n•
AuDWltm;
V Bananettl, Y Chrfatadoulou, OJ Du fJisani'", BA GQrdgn•. B Grcbler,
tiD Nlanaber, M P~lerson. /IG fi:1JYtEnberg. C. Stuart•

CAPE TOWN OFFICE:
21&1 Aoor, U!Ul!!ntrdt liouse, Cnr Main &. Campground Ad 1 Uewtandt,7700
FO Box 23385, Cli\tffllOnt, Cape To\m, 71)5

Board Oiruton.1

'Anldc!lll' ~ m tape
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T •21 21 61J 5800

E 1nt0emlctt.co.2a
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w W.W,,.h'llcq'!i,Ctlffl
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~

QUA'"1TY SURVEYORS
IIIYER a.II& LAND COST
POii
LIES8EEll I.EISIIRE PRDPEmES lRIIST
4'11.C•1020
fflOJ(CJ PAVMEltT sUl!MAP.V MOH..., 1

16 ....... 2011

~-EXECUTIDIA' TO ZS.Jltt.l.DU

co~ I CCJl:ISULTANr

COIIIJIACTD!i /·PAYEE.

..,.,

1'

J,

•AMOUNT DU!'l.•111£11

,,..SIIMIIAIN

MOUNr-~ h Y .

llllrSIIMMAlll'

YAt•ilMIJIIHn(Qi!
UHDER•tltl!I

~A11

•l!J(t,li-.W.'I:)

AMOUll'I' DU[IJIHiill

~

-

(IIIGi:1!1111111-VAT)

.,,.

6

7

TGTAI.Al,IOUIIT

qGS'CTO.CDMl!!.£'llllll

~TEDF,litALcost'

'4 ,·

llli!Ll!ld .

~,,.~
~

,VAi)

IJ. ,,

~

(l•JJ

(!XQll!INS-YA'i)

PART "A"• ENABLING WOIUCS / l.ANI> COST
TOTAL ENASUNG WOIQC I WIii COST

R

0.00

O,OII

o.oo

66,◄ 12.5D

8,662.!!0
31,911.Zll

212,m.oo

7,Off, 157.ao

7,262,031,00

1,237,961

1,sao,om

1,911.76

59,451.4]

3,Bl◄,91-4,1◄

!,1'4,J'lU7

l,000,0CII

1.00

0,1111
O.CIO
0.1111
0,00
O,CIO
0,00
111,7'0,00
0,00

4117,215,IIQ

19,400.IIQ
•J,6Zll,CIO
213,175,CIO
991,351.CIO

ffi',US.00
241,'12.20
19,.oa.CIO
'48J,'15,CIO
21J,17S.CIO
993,)51,1111

,. 105,607
2,715
6,0II
600
116,375

4,D10,?0l.16

◄,111.99J, 76

111,202.61

o.oo

11,l!IO,OO

111,]02.61
41D,IIOO.CIO
147,»7.1111
172.111,50
0.00
24,000.GCI
'127,101.15
I0,046.CIO
'ZV,500.00
ID,000.00
21,l!G.OO

◄!7,100,IIO

◄!7,100.0D

0.00
0.1111
0,1111
0.00

JM,ntn.m
411,155."1
JT1,1DD.OG
l,SI0.00

]2-4,DID.CJn
ffl,ISS.90
m ,100.00
J,500.00

l, taO,, 70Ul4

J,900,'°6,IM

0.00

J,90ll,7V6.14

PART "8" • MASTER PLAHHING
5.00
5,01

5,01
5.0l
5.114
5.05

5.116
5.07

5.08
5.09
5.10

5,11
5.12

5,ll
5,1 ◄

,...

5.15

5.17
5,18
5 .19

M!!1RR PUHIIIIG
PrlndpatAp11t

A!thltett • r..... PlarmlllJ
Tc"" Plamfnl
l.3Nk<:lpe"1<httod

Bulk-& l!OfflWIIW~
SlruCl1na1Eft!INer
8"11< EIKtrkal SorYbs
Tnlfllt En.,,._.rtna

rn..._..,Impact......,,,..,,
""'"""'Study

-lly--

Gectedn\lcal in..stlgallin

WLTSearcbandl!ncue

lan45"rffyor
l.andSunoyor • Fenm3

G"'l>hl<S

U..... Dftfpr
-..,tHorltqeSpecfOllsu

PIWALand'MU.IUGII
lbleR~

5.20

5.25

Conupl Pl111n1ln3 f..- l!l!rftap II Clllbnal Centi.
HJdrololY Study
Envlranmentat U.w
- . , . Pim Atthltecturv
lhlfflt lmp,ctAnessment

5.26
5.2.7

'EnvlmnmmtL
" - ' law

5.11

5.U

5,Jl
U4

5.11

p.,1 con1...1

5.29
5.20
5. )1
5.31

Mam,U119
Gmtfthnl'Cill tnv~lf~tlcm
T...,,l'llnnlllt

5.Jl
5.34
5,JS

5.3'
5.37

--

TOWlll'llnninl

Wlml5""'1

C1pettPn:,J,c::ts

-

VMdAnllltecls

Plarmlnt hl'lntn
PlaanlnlParlnffl

S.lkllf<IISt!lk!M<
K1ntay l Tomplor

Kontayfl.Temp\tr
SAIC

I®
MLC ~~

11.....,_
81111.awbG...,,.ucs
Tr.lns!.....i ta 1.13
Adrnal<en 1n,.,,.,1on,t
!tmtl..... r....

-•-1.

Ur11an Cona!plJ

ACO-.,a:
Alll>taisoleo,,,.adanCC
~

l'IISI: Pecp\es-llffl foundation

-

Aurecan
Smith Ndlow ~ 51t!pl!eft TDWOleml
Ml>Wlnt
Nldlalu Smith All....,.

Tramfem,d to 7.05

Resolve Communlcatklns
WIP
Joplolllgo

R

2,1,1,806.25
611,317.19
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
D,CIO
a.OD
121,5Sl.5G

a.co

0,CIO

.........co

o.oo

0.00
0.00
0.00
O.GCI
0.00
D.IID
O.IIO
D,IID
D,IID
0.00

O,CIO

e.oo

I.DO
0.00
0.00
O.IIO
l&,768.50

,.oo
,.oo

0,llO

480,IIOII.OO

n,H7.00

1,00
0,00
0.00

D.!10

171,111.511

0,00
0,00
G.110

0,00

I.DO

,.oo
I .OD
I.OD
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.00

o.oo

61,477.$11
I.DO
U,5CIO.OO

17◄,0J6.07

Kllldesalpe Town Plannlnl

e.oo

MadlOf

o.oo
O.DO

~tPl!rameters

RHDR f'ropertle,
YllllaberCo

Gectedlnlcll Drllll"!

Earthtl!d> GootocllntCII S.rvlm

0.111

Ka~li>go Roport

T•Wfh _.ltl<a !Ply) ltd

D.00

0.00

w.,n.10

41,.aD,OD

D.IIO

O.IIO

953,ns.oo

I.DO

-01,m.sa
0.00

1n,m.oo

57,750.00

,.oo

ll,700.l&
0.00
I.GD
0.00
O.IIO
0.00

o.oo

2◄,IIDll,1111

ID,101,15

O.CIO

I0,046.00

0.00
0.00
0.1111

20,500,1111
ID,111111,00

◄09,ll!0. 1111

0.00
100,275.00
D,111

151,IJS.71

0.00

o.oo

D,00
0.1111
0.1111
0.00

,,010,975.00

◄19,025

250,000
50G,OOO

1,67]
27,181
0

ZDO,DOO
50,DOO

1,0J0,000
150,000
14,000

"·™

J.500
10,DO!I

l,l5G
22,MO
75,990
1,1144

4,IIIIO,IIO
112,79s,ao
190,000.00

162,795.00
190,000.00

...000.0II

◄DO,non

430,000

-,DIIII

1,51»

5,000
4,000,000

4,150
197,176
86,7+4

4,60t.llO

100,DOO
Z2,700
500,IHlll

]2,llOI

n,,n,

◄,WD.00

0

26,000

U5.1!1G,OO
fl,156.00

150,IIOD

lGJ,1199

z,zu.m.oo

R ,151,75

250,000

1,000,ooa

]1,197

11!1,1!!0.IIO
1,Hl,JH.15

1,1ctz,ru.86

90,000
600,000

'lll,IIDII

z.rea,aoo.oo

11.m.oa

ZS0,000

4,000,000

3,513,135.00

11,850.75

◄10.aoo

36,825
6,649
5,000,000

3,.IOJ1 :JIS.aJ
D.00

o.oo

111500,00IJ

◄ H,755

a

61,1,1'1
5,"400
8,000
37,205
811,IIIIO

0

1,5CIO,OOO
llO,DOO
2.000,000

100,DIIII
tsD,000

10,COO
10,IIOO
IDll,000

!5D,ODO

~
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Qu,vmtv SURVEYORS
R1¥111a.u&LANDCO$T

FOR

LIE58IEK I.EISlltt PIIOP£!fflB TRIIST
NtC-711211
t6qlll\1011

PIIOJttTPAYf,ll!NT ~ I I O ~
POIIWORK mtlmD UP TO ZS July 2021

·CONl'tACt I CGIISILTANI'

AMIIUltt'
.!i.....TiilsSUM!IAiy

-~ l ? _ A ~

'1

~

..-,vAll

(IIICLl!IM!IGY~Tl

GldtonYOnLll

5.3'

AFIUSSolutl<inl

5.40

Let&\

5.41

lopl

5 .◄2

Ei<1amallt0ack&llrkfs.,

5,-0
5.44

Lepls..lces
Balk S.ma, Laning

5.-15
5.◄6

........ .....,,,ct28
-,.....i s.mce Detactloo

5.41
S.-41

51ddYSllll-•
- ~ h1ct.pe,,dontTendor-

Gldton van LIii
AFIIAS 5ollltlons
8U10II l Petenen Atloml!YI

0.00

51,750.00

-

--•-...,

a.DO

0 .00

1.00

o.oa

T rl_to,.1111

O.CIO
0.00

0.00

n.oo

Tramle....i to 8.1D
1Cu1nra Tradfnt 9B (PIY) Lt.t

0.00
6,1$0,IQ

100,000.00

Tralllfl!ffl!d ta I .OS

r.. nslemld hi ,.01

D,00

o.ao
0.00
o.oo
I.GO

,.oo

O.CIO
0.00
0.00
0.00

I.OIi
1.00

0.00

,.on

"5,D00.1111
100,000.1111
0.00

o.oo

0.00

o.oo
0.00

5.54
5.55

security

Tnnst'erred to 7.02

Suld¥ts1on SUrwyhtg

5.57

LeplFM1

II.DO
OJID
0.00
O.llll

o.ao

5.56

0.00
0.1111
O.IIO
0.00
1, ◄67,52J.OI

170,701.17

O.IIO

oa.tdlfelU1llAb!ohamse
T~to5AO

TOTAL· MASn11 PLANNING

R

O,IICI

o.oa

1JS,8◄6,z,

6J,H1.ZO

1&:i,662.20

n,soo.oo

o.m

11,000.00
11.,5110.00

0.00

o.ao

a.DO

t1 10Dll,OO
1,91,846.29

O,IIO

Tral'llf@mrd to 1.14

~-

4mWOlil&VA"O

710.00

P11--.,hy

Marlcetlntl • srw,,1n1 C...mony

(IJll:UIDIINI VAt)

·'~-

0,00

SlteS.C\.'fily

Cl"""""' Rd 5_, 1"""""'1dont T,a.,., Revfew

(DillUIO.IIG'YAt)

0.00

5.5]

I.GO

7

~r-TO CQIIP!.mllll_

D,1111
71111.00

5.51

5.!10
5.51

Slhl n.nr,orarr rencq
stt,, Tm,ponry ren,_

.•.

' s

J::m~s
SUlltMRY

17-- 5)

o.oo

n.mrffled to a.oe
Tromr.m.d tu a.m
TrmKfeind to l ,OI
TnM!enwd ta I. 12
'lnlldOl!Wd te 7.01

5.49

~'

AIIGUMr!IMIUSLY

•◄

(I-,

5.38

~=:t·
J

v.lTAll!IUlir-11111
~!1119

Q.IIO
0.00
0,00

0.00
0.00

o.oa

o.oo

a.oa

0.00

0.00

Q.CIO
0.00
Q.00

o.oo
1.00
0,00

ua

o.oa

0.00
0,00

0.00

D.CIO

D.00

o.oo

o.ao

0.00

0.00
J1,CMO.GO

0.00

69,UJ.,v

31,IMD.OO
61,641.70

0.00

1,296,IU,U

0.00

o.oo

o.oo

a.oa

o.oo

~ ~-nuuos.r

-----

2,000

2D,000

264,1H
11-0, ..ZI
17,!GO

1,DD0,000

D

,.ooo

~u•

•

20,0IIO

50,000
0
0
0
0

D
0
0
0
D
0
D

0

0
0
0
0
0

(11)
0
D

,,,68

0
0

1,3!6

JS.ODO
70,000

0,00

75,000

75,000

J0,◄ 19,lto.35

Jl,716,704M

IO,o-11,919

36,61',700

0.00

0,00

D

PART "r:' • EXT1:RNAL WORKS
f,OD

~Jll!ICS

6.01

COl!struttlohWort
TOTAL• £XmUIAL WORICS

R

-Intl~.

7.110

mgKAl WIIIIICS OMGOIIIGOPEU'IDIAI. EXPEllSD

7.01

$1!,, S.CW,ty

7.02

OnUne Sec,Jrity syNmo TIA Ptemler Secu,fty

7.0l

Gmleolllf

7,H

7.05
7.06

lteftllll - SAAD l PIIASA
PestCanlnl
Mullldpa(_,

7.07
7.11

Llttm>oom Pmled:
-.-,""_t1,m

w,d

TOTAL· EXTUIIAL WORKS

-D,1111

0.00

OnllN Sea,rity sistems TIA Pl'l!mfer semray
--(PtyJlld
Unllookl.olanClub Cl'ty) lt.t

lbl-...,,tal 5ervfces
Cltyoft,poTl'rlstlM Eliftll Cotle<ti¥e
t11y •IC.,,, Town

R

o.oo

zo.-oo

D.CID

o.oo
1,100.00
O.DO

0

-

0.00

o:oo

0.00

o.aa

0.00
0.00
11,000.00

101,913.04
1,CZUI

101,911 .04

191,017

1,◄19.01

18,571

5ll0,000
20;000

0.00

◄ 1,11UI

,,aoo.ao

27,000.00

~.ooo

'47,1!K.11
2,117,60

lOl,146

500,000
250,000

2◄7,11?

250,CIOO

0.00
0.00
177,577.IO
10,000.00
4,351,9"'.71

ll,117.JS

l60,J6G.◄5

1,317.IO
p,oo

160,JIO,◄ I

ll9,640

f 100D,OOO

0.00
567,651.1'

10,000.00
3,714,114.59

10,GOII.OI

0.00

3,l'M,134.59

90,000
1,115,6'5

5,DD0,000

◄,560,20.51

5117,117~54

J,9n,fl5,114

161,H◄.16

◄,1:14,!0t.20

l,41!1,◄PO.IO

7,tJG,000.DO

o.ao

~

o.oa

o.oo

100.000

~
Pego3

Gu

~

~

QUANTITY SuRVllYORS
MIEII QIJB LAND COST

FDR
LIUBIEK LEIWllE PROPEIITIES TIWff

~

F!!B ~

NLC•11120

-'~"-'
!;!!~!!UP

16 Allpt H11

Ul'TD ~

1'

CON'nW:T I CPfl$1JLTAIIT

AiloUll'l''lilJJ?:.cJMin;R

C~OII (PAY!E

TIIIS~

z

YAT·Mlliinrf,111ia

lliall

''

~

.~VAY.I

.I OJI
I.OIi

l.01
8.02
1.03

•-a.as~
l.06
1.07
8.08
1,09
1.10
1.11
1.12
8.13
1.14

-,

. ·'

~lit·DUl-11N~Dl

l
TlffAL~

llll5-!RJM/L14111'

' ~ ~•NEVIOllsL'I'
MWDED

JMW)llD;wl
'THIS.
.
"

~Al)

-DING-VAT)

im'UIDIIIC~

·7 •

6

c:ost~OMPt.EIIOII

ESll/,lo\TD'PIIW,·COff·

5UMMMl1'

IQtl.JJiilNG ~~
f7• 5J

(1 •

D:!EUW.J!!~ l'Rlll't-1:§ AIIODISIUASEMEIITS,
PMndpal Apol

0.1111

An:hllo<t

D.00
D.DD
0.00

Q!JanlltyLandsca,-M:t11tect

-1"1 Partntn

-lloads&8ridps
ENtemallloMl~ITo--

J.urea:in I Zatlrf

Sit• T - Fondn!

- ~ Trad1nt t55Se<

sn., Temponry Fencln1

BlllkSfflkel.onlll!I
lllldo,...,...i S<l"lc:e llete<tlon
SdldlySlleC.lnlr"'19otMS-~TOnderRoYI...
lllnd SaMyot • Foncfnt
Photoat>,hy

uo

D.00
10,lll.50

lttonAfrtta- !Ply) ltd

G"'1111n Fen"' 54 !Pl\'I lid

o.oo

"""'""

D.00
0,00
0,00

llllderl!l>ll'ld Ullllty L«aUon CC
Kulrn!ra lndlnB 9111'1!1I lid
It... Atria IPti<I ltd
BIii 1-. 6"motla
Smlaco P11o1..,.,.i,v (Pty) Ltd

0,00

0.00
0.00
0.OII

D.00
0,DO
0.OII

0.00

D.IID
0.00

o.oo

o.oo

0
D
0

D.00

0.00

211,500.00

10ll,5CID.IJU

1-47,500

0.00
D.DO
1,JJJ.50
0.00
0.00

II.GO
II.OIi
1,19D.OD
II.OIi
0.00
0.00

J,9'1,410.DO
57,127,51>

J,901,◄10.00

1,091,590

o.oo
o.oo

57,Z27.50

160,IIOZ.50

..,.m.so

109,980.71

109,910.71
57,-470.0D

S7,.◄ 1D.GD

z.m

0
0

0
J50,IIDO
!i,000.~
60.000

◄ID,208

1,J50,000

10,019

110,000

1,530
8,7!0
107,Ul

111,ono

Hl,150,00

G.1111

H1,Z50,IID
.a,326.111

JS,MS.00
31 ,500.00

◄,015

l ,lllO.OD

26,'70

1,,ono

O.DO

0.00

0.00

35,985.IIO

0.00
D.00

0.00
D.CIII

8.00
0.00

Jl,500.00
l,OJ0.00

41,n,.a,

J.500

150,000

150,000
40,000
)5,000

TOTAl • ecTEIINAL WORKS FEES ll DISIIIRSEMENn

R

10,113.,0

t,331.iO

1,190.00

5,45!1,512.!P

S,45◄,◄l'l, S,

1,115,527.-41

7,1511,000.00

TOTAL·•~ EJmlUW. WDIUIS

II

4,,79,◄ H.DI

5'11,to1.G4

J,91t,Sl5.04

5,617,)96,75

9,591,911.79

5,l7t,DIB,1t

14,!llll,-.D&

D.00

o.oo

o.oo

1,701,140.99

19J,7S,

Z,000,000

D.00
0.00

D.00
D.00

1,704,1441,99
2'9,6'!5.0Z

711,375

D.00

150,000.00

i!JQ,000.00

50,000

1,000,000
300,000

G.IIO

G.00

D.00

1,242,IH.Df

i,Ml,166.11

1,057,tll,91

S,l00,000,00

PART "D" • FIJTURE PHASES DESIGN FEES
9.10

FIITIIJ!E nwu i'MJFBSIIIHAI. rm- DISBVRS!MllffS

9.0f

Arthltert • Pl<dnrt I
_ . . , .p,.cfnrt2

9.0:Z

9.03

~ulna
TOTAL· "II" PUTIIR£ PHASE DiSIGN Fm

\'Md Artlll!Kfs
VMdArtflllKII
Mobuo C.pttll

o.oo
R

211.ns.02

~
~Paga4

<:?:.\.\

~~

·~

QUANTITY SURVEVORS

RIVER CLUB LAND COST
FOR
U£$8££1< L£1!MIE PROPElfflES TIOIST

NU-mu

PIIOJECT PAYMENT. SIIMM,)RY NO 66 RgY 1

16Al9nll!01!

~UTEDUPTG 25Jlllt20Z1
~CT.I CO~ULoTANI'

tDlllllAGlmM~;t.YEE

'1

2'

AMDUN1'1!JJE-UNl!EI!
'TIIIS-SliMMARY

'IAT•AIMIIIMr•DIIE

uiG11'1111S .
Slli,'uwrt

fllltLIIDillG1~t.T)

ll

QJMpn,ED!Y;

--

6,0Jl,OOt.n

3

if

'7

TOJ'ALAMll!JNJ
IIICWIIEHl·TIIIS'
. 5U.IIMMr.

CCISTTO-~Ok

l!SllMAl!D:FIIW.,CioSI;

TICl5'UMMA~

'

6

AMG,UIIT-,ml!OUSl:V
IKCWIIED

(UCUIIIIIIG-VAT)

(ml.lJDIIIG'Vt.T)

~VA'f)

(EClll:UIIING.VA'IJ

IS".•~

(L+3):

TOTALt.•I>

AMGIJIU'•DUl!!IINDDI

75M09.91

5,271,3'9. ,.

0:••ll·

42, 180,Ht.95

◄7,45'.U,.14

16,◄70, 141.46

- - - -~ -

51,I07,406.114

APPJ!QV£1) IY:

~~

16 Augu,t 2021
DA1£

ji,iojia' MANAGal

li.\ff

U£$IEEK

Las- PROPERnH TIIVST

llo\Tf

~

~
Pago5

c;v.,

JR1

CONSULTANT:

RE:

TRUSTEES FOR THE TIME BEING OF LIESBEEK LEISURE
PROPERTIES TRUST ("LLPT")
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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

1.

We have been asked to consider whether LLPT's application for leave to appeal
suspends the operation of the decision of Goliath DJP handed down on 18 March
2022 in case no. 12994/21 ("the judgment") in respect of Part A of the application
("the interim interdict application").

2.

Our broad conclusions are as follows:

2.1.

The order in paragraph 145.1 of the judgment is of a hybrid nature,
prohibiting further construction pending - (i) conclusion of consultation with
First Nations Groups as contemplated in the interim and final comments by
Heritage Western Cape ("HWC") (paragraph 145.1{a)); and (ii) final
determination of the review application in Part B (paragraph 145.1 (b )).

2.2.

The interdict provided for in paragraph 145.1 (a) is final in effect.

The

consultation in question is to be completed before the hearing of the review
application, and in the nature of things the review court will not reconsider
the necessity for the meaningful engagement and consultation with First
Nations Groups which paragraph 145.1 (a) seemingly requires to be
commenced forthwith.

2.3.

The orders in paragraphs 145.1(a) and 145.1(b) are both based on the same
findings in respect of inadequate engagement with First Nations Groups.
These findings are in final and definitive terms. It is difficult to see how the
same findings can operate finally and definitively in respect of the relief in

3
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paragraph 145.1(a) but only on a provisional basis in respect of the relief in
paragraph 145.1 (b ).

2.4.

Given that the relief framed in paragraph 145.1 (b) is based on firm
conclusions as to the adequacy of the consultation process with First
Nations Groups, the court appears to have finally determined an issue at the
heart of the review application. Otherwise stated, the question of whether
or not there has been the required level of engagement and consultation with
First Nations Groups may now be said to be res iudicata.

BACKGROUND

3.

On 18 March 2022 Goliath DJP handed down judgment in the interim interdict
application. The order went beyond what was sought by the applicants, viz. an
interim interdict, prohibiting construction at the River Club property as contemplated
in the impugned authorisations pending the final determination of the review
proceedings in Part B. The interdict was granted in the following terms:

"145.1 [LLPTI is interdicted from undertaking any further construction,
earthworks or other works on erf 151832, Observatory [the River Club
property] ... to implement the River Club development as authorised by an
environmental authorisation issued in terms of [NEMA] 1 on 22 February
2021 and various development permissions issued in terms of the City of
Cape Town's [Planning By-law]2 pending:

1
2

National Environmental Management Act, 107 of 1998.
The City of Cape Town's Municipal Planning By-law, 2015 (as amended).

4
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(a) Conclusion of meaningful engagement and consultation with all affected
First Nations Peoples, as envisaged in the interim and final comments of
HWC.

(b) The final determination of the review proceedings in Part B." 3

4.

LLPT and the third to eighth respondents lodged separate applications for leave to
appeal against the whole of the judgment and orders. These applications were
argued before Goliath DJP on 14 April 2022. Judgment has been reserved.

DOES LEAVE TO APPEAL APPLICATION SUSPEND THE OPERATION OF THE
JUDGMENT?

A.

Legal Principles

(a)

5.

Section 18 of Superior Courts Act

Section 18 of the Superior Courts Act, 10 of 2013 ("the Act") governs the suspension
of a decision pending appeal. Noting of an application for leave to appeal or an
appeal against a decision that has final effect suspends the operation of the decision,
unless the court on application in terms of section 18(3) of the Act otherwise directs.

6.

Section 18( 1) sets out the general position that the operation and execution of a
decision which is the subject of an application for leave to appeal or of an appeal is
automatically suspended, pending the decision of the application or appeal. 4

3

At page 78, paragraph 145 of the judgment.
The immediate execution of a court order, when an appeal is pending and the outcome of the case may
change as a result of the appeal, has the potential to cause enormous harm to the party that is ultimately

4

5

7.
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The term "decision" in section 18{ 1), as a general proposition, has three attributes-

"[F]irst, the decision must be final in effect and not susceptible to alteration
by the Court of first instance; second, it must be definitive of the rights of
the parties; and third, it must have the effect of disposing of at least a
substantial portion of the relief claimed in the main proceedings."5

8.

It is important to note that the question as to the effect of an application for leave to
appeal or appeal on the continued operation of a decision under section 18 stands
separate from the question of appealability under section 16( 1) of the Act. The test
for appealability is a broader and more flexible one, in which the traditional
requirements set out in paragraph 7 above have been subsumed under the broader
constitutional "interests of justice" standard.

9.

The general position under section 18(1) is subject to the provisos contained in
sections 18(2) and 18(3). We are only concerned with the proviso under section
18(2), namely that the operation and execution of a "decision that is an interlocutory
order not having the effect of a final judgment" 6 is not suspended pending the
decision of the application or appeal, unless the court under exceptional
circumstances orders otherwise and subject to subsection (3). 7

10.

In Velocity Trade Capital (Pty} Ltd v Quicktrade (Pty} Ltd and Others 8 Binns-Ward J
indicated that section 18(2) is directed at those exceptional cases in which an appeal

successful; see Knoop NO v Gupta (Execution ) 2021 (3) SA 135 (SCA) at paragraph [1].
Zweni v Minister of Law and Order 1993(1) SA 523 (A) 5321 - 533A.
6 Emphasis added.
7 Under this second exception, a court may on application order otherwise than provided for in subsections
(1) and (2), if the relevant party proves on a balance of probabilities that he will suffer irreparable harm if
the court does not so order, and that the other party will not suffer irreparable harm if the court so orders.
8 [2019] 4 All SA 986
5

6
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is sought to be prosecuted against a simple interlocutory order. 9 He stated that "a
decision that has the effect of a final judgment is in truth not an interlocutory judgment
or order, notwithstanding that it might be such in form". 10 (emphasis supplied) This
type of order would fall within into the category of decisions contemplated in section
18(1 ).

11 . Binns-Ward J went on to remark that even if he were wrong in this regard, the
considerations which underpin the characterisation of an interlocutory order as a final
judgment in effect would similarly provide a basis for an order that an application for
leave to appeal or appeal suspends its operation in terms of section 18(2). 11

12.

In South Cape Corporation (Pty) Ltd v Engineering Management Services (Pty) Ltd 12
the Appellate Division (per Corbett JA) held that in a wide and general sense the
term interlocutory refers to all orders pronounced by the court, upon matters
incidental to the main dispute, preparatory to, or during the progress of, the litigation.
Orders of this kind are divided into two classes: (i) those which have a final and
definitive effect on the main action; and (ii) those, known as simple or purely
interlocutory orders or interlocutory orders proper, which do not. 13

(b)

Interim interdicts and appealability

13. On the basis that in general interim interdicts are interlocutory both in effect and form,
they have for the most part not been regarded as appealable. 14 We deal below,

9

In paragraph [67].
In paragraph [66].
11 In paragraph [67].
12 1977 (3) SA 534 (A).
13 At 535 of the judgment.
14 Loggenberg v Beare 1930 TPD 714; Davis v Press & Co 1944 CPD 108.
10

7
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however, with certain aspects of more recent developments in our law regarding
appealability of interim interdicts.

14.

In African Wanderers Football Club (Pty) Ltd v Wanderers Football Club 15 the
Appellate Division had to deal with the question whether a judgment on a particular
issue given in interim interdict proceedings was to be regarded as a final and
definitive judgment. The court analysed the findings in the interim interdict judgment
and the context within which that judgment was given, concluding as follows:

"From a reading of the judgment of HOWARD, J., and having regard to the terms
of the order made by him, the provisions of which have been stated above, I have
no doubt but that the learned judge intended that the issues raised before him
would be finally resolved in an action to be instituted by the club and that all he was
called upon to do was to make an order which would operate pendente lite. The
order made by him was therefore not a final and definitive order." 16

15.

In Cronshaw and Another v Coin Security Group (Pty) Ltd 17 the Appellate Division
considered the appealability of certain interim interdicts forbidding the continued
employment of the appellant in breach of a restraint of trade, pending the
determination of the enforceability of the restraint in the main proceedings. The court
held that African Wanderers was dispositive of the question, in that interim interdicts
were generally to be categorised as simple interlocutory orders, as opposed to a final
and definitive order.

16. The court emphasised that drawing the line between decisions which are

1s 1977 (2) SA 38 (A).
16
17

At 47.
1996 (3) SA 368 (A).

8
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interlocutory and those which are final is one which has vexed lawyers for centuries,
the question was intrinsically difficult, and a decision one way or the other may
produce unsatisfactory results.

17.

Inasmuch as there had to be a rule, the court confirmed that this was to the effect
that a simple interlocutory order was one which did not dispose of any issue or any
portion of the issue in the main proceedings.

18.

Before we tum to an interpretation of Goliath DJP's order, it is also useful to clarify
the various terms used in section 18, namely "decision", "order" and "judgment". 18
There is no essential difference between an "order'' and a "judgment". In the context
of provisions governing appeals, an "order'' refers to a decision given upon relief
claimed in an application on notice of motion or on summons for provisional
sentence, while a "judgment" refers to a decision given upon relief claimed in an
action. The word "judgment" when used in the general sense, comprises both the
reasons for the judgment and the judgment or order. The Supreme Court of Appeal
has suggested that the distinction between a "judgment" and "order'' is formalistic
and outdated and that it performs no function and ought to be discarded. 19

(c)

19.

Interpretation of court orders

The now well-established test on the interpretation of court orders is as follows:

"[T]he starting point is to determine the manifest purpose of the order. In
interpreting a judgement or order, the court's intention is to be ascertained

18 Sections 16 and 17 of the Act which deal with appeals generally and leave to appeal, respectively, only
use the term "decision".
19 At 532E in Zweni supra at fn 5.

9
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primarily from the language of the judgment or order in accordance with the
usual well-known rules relating to the interpretation of documents. As in the
case of a document, the judgment or order and the court's reasons for giving
it must be read as a whole in order to ascertain its intention .... "20

20.

The modern approach to the interpretation of a judgment or order granted by the
High Court was recently considered by the Supreme Court of Appeal in HLB
International (South Africa ) (Pty) Ltd v MWRK Accountants and Consultants (Pty)
Ltd.21 In essence, the court held that the manifest purpose of the judgment or order
is to be determined as set out in paragraph 19 above and by having regard to the
relevant background facts which culminated in it being made.

21.

In construing the High Court's order, the Supreme Court of Appeal considered
developments in the law relating to the interpretation of judgments and orders, which
can be summarised as follows:

21.1. The enquiry is context-specific. The manifest purpose of the order must be
determined inter alia with reference to the relevant background facts which
culminated in it being made. 22

21.2. "[A]n order is merely the executive part of the judgment and, to interpret it, it

°

2

Finishing Touch 163 (Pty) Ltd v BHP Billiton Energy Coal South Africa Ltd and Others 2013 (2) SA 204
(SCA) paragraph [13], endorsed by the Constitutional Court in Eke v Parsons 2016 (3) SA 37 (CC)
paragraph [29].
21 [2022] ZASCA 52 (12 April 2022).
22 HLB International (South Africa ) (Pty) Ltd v MWRK Accountants and Consultants (Pty} Ltd [2022] ZASCA
52 (12 April 2022) at paragraph [27], citing KPMG Chartered Accountants (SA) v Securefin Ltd and Another
2009 (4) SA 399 (SCA) at 4091 (stating that "context is everything"). See also Bothma-Batho Transport
(Edms) Bpk v S Bothma & Seun Transport (Edms l Bpk 2014 (2) SA 494 (SCA) paragraph [12l(holding that
the "former distinction between permissible background and surrounding circumstances, never very clear
has fallen away ... [interpretation of a document is now] "essentially one unitary exercise"; "it is no longer
helpful to refer to the earlier approach".)
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is necessary to read the order in the context of the judgment as a whole." 23

21.3. A part of the "usual well-known rules" of interpretation is that "one should not
stare blindly at the black-on-white words, but try to establish the meaning and
implication of what is being said. It is precisely in this process that the context
and surrounding circumstances are relevant". 24

22.

We turn next to an analysis of Goliath DJ P's order and judgment.

B.

Analysis of Goliath DJP's Order & Judgment

(a)

23.

Overview

The order in paragraph 145.1 is of a hybrid nature, prohibiting further construction
pending- (i) conclusion of consultation with First Nations Groups as contemplated in
HWC's comments (paragraph 145.1 (a)); and (ii) final determination of the review
application in Part B (paragraph 145.1(b)).

24.

In our view, the order in paragraph 145.1 (a) is final both in form and effect. It requires
meaningful engagement and consultation with First Nations Groups to be completed
prior to the hearing of the Part B review proceedings.

The remedy is neither

In paragraph [28), citing Elan Boulevard (Pty) Ltd v Fnyn Investments (PM Ltd and Others 2019 (3) SA
441 (SCA) paragraph [16], and Firestone South Africa (Pty) Ltd v Genticuro AG 1977 (4) SA 298 (A) (per
Trollip JA: "[B]asic principles applicable to the construction of documents also apply to the construction of
a court's judgment or order: the court's intention is to be ascertained primarily from the language of
judgment or order, as construed according to usual well- known rules. The judgment or order and court's
reasons for giving it must be read as a whole in order to ascertain its intention. If on such a reading, the
meaning of the judgment or order is clear and unambiguous, no extrinsic fact or evidence is admissible to
contradict, vary, qualify, or supplement it. In such a case, not even the court that gave the judgment or
order can be asked to state what its subjective intention was in giving it. But if any uncertainty in meaning
does emerge, the extrinsic circumstances surrounding or leading up to the court's granting of the judgment
or order may be investigated and regarded in order to clarify it").
24 In paragraph [28), citing a loose translation of the dictum of Olivier JA in Plaaslike Oorqanqsraad,
Bronkhorstspruit v Senekal 2001 (3) SA 9 (SCA) at 18J-19A.
23
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provisional nor temporary and it will in the nature of things not come up for
reconsideration in the review proceedings.

25.

In contrast with the remedy granted in paragraph 145.1(a) of the judgment, that
granted in paragraph 145.1(b) is interlocutory in form. The question which arises,
however, is whether despite the form of the order, it is based upon findings which
are final and definitive. Otherwise stated, in making these underlying findings, did
Goliath DJP intend to express a final decision thereon? 25

26.

We tum now to discuss the different elements of paragraph 145.1.

(b)

27.

Paragraph 145.1 (a) - Final and definitive effect

In our view, the order granted in paragraph 145.1(a) is not interlocutory, either in
form or in effect. As to its form, in contrast with the order in paragraph 145.1 (b) the
remedy in paragraph 145.1 (a) is not granted pending the determination of any further
proceedings, and in particular the Part B review proceedings. As to the effect of the
order, that it is final finds support in the decisions of the Supreme Court of Appeal in
Metlika Trading Ltd and Others v Commissioner, South African Revenue Service 26
and National Commissioner of Police and Another v Gun Owners South Africa .27

28.

In Metlika, the court below had granted an anti-dissipation order, requiring one of the
appellants to take all necessary steps to procure the return of an aircraft to South

25

See test formulated in African Wanderers Football Club (Pty) Ltd v Wanderers Football Club supra at 46C,
where Muller JA held as follows: "One must therefore examine the issues raised before HOWARD, J., in the
interdict proceedings, and the manner in which he dealt therewith, in order to determine whether he meant
to express a final decision thereon, i.e., whether he intended to dispose finally of those issues or any part
thereof."
26 2005 (3) SA 1 (SCA).
27 2020 (6) SA 69 (SCA)

1J
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Africa from Switzerland, pending finalisation of proposed action proceedings by the
South African Revenue Service. The contemplated action concerned declaratory
relief as to the ownership of certain assets, which included the aforesaid aircraft.

29.

In determining whether the order was final, the court underscored the importance
that it is "not merely the form of the order [that] must be considered but also, and
predominantly, its effect". 28

30.

The court held that whether or not the aircraft should be returned to South Africa and
whether or not other orders relating to the aircraft should be granted was not in issue
in the pending action. 29 The interim orders were intended to have final effect, would
not be reconsidered at trial and would not be reconsidered on the same facts by the
court below. For these reasons, the court held that the interim orders were "in effect
final orders". 30

31.

In Gun Owners, the court below had granted an interim interdict, prohibiting the
South African Police Service from applying, implementing and enforcing various
provisions of the Firearms Control Act 60 of 2000, which governed the renewal and
termination of firearm licences. The interdict was granted pending determination of
an application for declaratory relief that the statutory renewal periods could be
extended for people who held expired licences. The interdict instantly prohibited the
South African Police Service from demanding or accepting the surrender of firearms
with expired licences.

28

Paragraph [24], citing South African Motor Industry Employers' Association v South African Bank of Athens
1980 (3) SA 91 (A) at 96H and Zweni fn 5 at 5321.
29 Paragraph [22].
30 Paragraph [24].

13
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On appeal, the Supreme Court of Appeal held that the order was appealable, inter
alia on the basis that it was final in effect and would not be reconsidered in the main

application. 31

33. Turning to the present case, Goliath DJP clearly recognised that the remedy she
was ordering in paragraph 145.1 (a) required to be underpinned by final, rather than
provisional findings. We deal below with the relevant findings when considering the
effect of the order granted in paragraph 145.1 (b ). For present purposes, we point to
the following aspects of the judgment as illustrating why the paragraph 145.1 (a)
order is plainly not interlocutory in character:

33.1. In granting the order in paragraph 145.1 (a), the court reasoned that "there is
no reason why an urgent review cannot be heard in this matter, after proper
consultation with affected First Nations Peoples". 32

33.2. The court further acknowledged it was "mindful that further engagement with
First Nations Groups may result in a delay in the review proceedings". 33

33.3. As to any delay occasioned by the court-directed "further engagement with
First Nations Groups", the court expressed the view that "there is no need to
delay the filing of the Rule 53 record [as] any additional information arising
from further engagement with First Nations Groups can be filed at a later
stage."34

31
32

33

34

Paragraph [17].
Paragraph 137 of the judgment.
Paragraph 142 of the judgment.
/d.

14
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33.4. Having expressed the view that "the fundamental right to culture and heritage
of Indigenous Groups, more particularly the Khoi and San First Nations
Peoples, are under threat in the absence of proper consultation", the Court
held that "the construction of the River Club development should stop
immediately, pending com pliance with this fundamental requirement".

35

(emphasis supplied)

34.

On this basis alone, the order in paragraph 145.1(a) is final in effect. In addition, the
order was premised on several findings of defects in the public participation process
insofar as First Nations Groups were concerned. As these findings were central to
the court's reasoning, they are res iudicata in our view and hence will bind the review
court. Given that these findings are central to the analysis of the nature of the order
in paragraph 145.1 (b ), we deal further with them below.

(c)

35.

Paragraph 145.1 (b) - final and definitive effect

Turning to paragraph 145.1 (b) of the judgment, we have pointed out that in form this
order is interlocutory, given that the interdict is granted pending the final
determination of the review proceedings in Part B.

36.

Despite the form of the order, the question is whether in substance it is interlocutory
in the sense in which that term is employed in section 18(2) of the Act. This question
arises because of the mero motu granting by Goliath DJP of the antecedent remedy
in paragraph 145.1(a), which was not sought by the applicants. That the applicants
did not seek relief of this character is not surprising, given that their Part A case was

35

Paragraph 143 of the judgment.
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only for interlocutory relief pending the determination of the Part B proceedings.

37. Whether Goliath DJ P's decision to grant the paragraph 145.1 (b) relief is final in effect
requires an analysis of the findings on which the relief was based. A final decision
on an issue will preclude reconsideration thereof by the review court.

For the

reasons which follow, we are of the view that the findings of Goliath DJP on the
inadequacy of the engagement and consultation process fonned the basis of the
relief granted by her in paragraph 145.1 (b ), and they are final in character.

38.

When considering Goliath DJ P's judgment in this context, one must also bear in mind
that it is only the ratio decidendi or reason for the decision that would be binding on
the review court to the extent it considers similar matters. 36 Decisions on questions
of fact are not binding, 37 but when a decision is such that legal consequences follow
from certain facts, the decision will be binding when similar facts are raised. 38

39.

As we have seen, in determining the manifest purpose of this element of the order
and whether it has a final effect on the dispute between the parties, it is necessary
to consider the language of the order in the context of the judgment as a whole and
the court's reasons for giving it.

40.

We tum now to the court's findings and the reasoning underpinning the order in
paragraph 145.1(b). The task is complicated by the fact that the court did not
distinguish between the reasoning underpinning the relief granted in paragraph
145.1(a) and that underpinning paragraph 145.1(b). One has to establish the ratio
decidendi of the two components of paragraph 145.1 by reading the judgment as a

36

KBI v Willers 1994 (3) SA 283 (A) at 331 F.
R v Wells 1949 (3) SA (A) at 87-88.
38 Shepherd v Mossel Bay Liquor Licensing Board 1954 (3) SA 852 (C).

37

f
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whole. In this regard, the contextual analysis of the judgment must be undertaken
through the lens of what the court described as the core consideration of the order
framed by it, namely "the issue of proper and meaningful consultation with all
affected First Nations Peoples". 39

41.

The court's findings appear under the heading "Discussion". 40 They commence with
a summary of the requirements for interim interdictory relief41 and the doctrine of
separation of powers specifically in the context of interim interdictory relief against
the State. 42 While these paragraphs address simple interlocutory relief, this apparent
initial purpose is contradicted by the further findings under the same heading which
are incompatible with the granting of a simple interlocutory order.

42.

The court's only finding on the prima facie right requirement is in part of a single
sentence in paragraph 143 under the heading "Conclusion", namely that "I am
satisfied that the Applicants had established a prima facie right ... ". 43 The sentence
(and the remainder of paragraph 143) goes on to state, without more, that each of
the requirements for an interim interdict has been demonstrated. Paragraph 143
gives little indication of the findings which support the court's conclusion in respect
of the prima facie right requirement.

43.

The only reasoning which has a bearing on this finding is to be found in the
immediately preceding two sentences: 'The TRUP site is ... central to the tangible
and intangible cultural heritage of the First Nations Peoples. I am of the view that the

39

At paragraph 144 of the judgment.

4o Paragraphs 114 - 144.
41

At paragraphs 114 - 115.
At paragraph 116.
43 At page 78 of the judgment.
42
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fundamental right to culture and heritage of Indigenous Groups, more particularly the
Khoi and San First Nations Peoples, are under threat in the absence of proper
consultation, and that the construction of the River Club development should stop
immediately, pending com pliance with this fundamental requirement." 44 (emphasis
supplied)

44.

Against this backdrop, we tum now to consider the court's findings on the adequacy
of the public participation process in an attempt to determine - first, which findings
could arguably bind the review court; and second, whether any of these findings
formed part of the ratio decidendi of paragraph 145.1 (b) of the order.

44.1.

Having summarised complaints of HWC, Mr Jenkins and Ms Prins-Solani
regarding the consultation process with First Nations Groups and Mr
Arendse's River Club First Nations report (referred to in the judgment as the
"AFMAS report"), 45 the court found that "in [its] view, Arendse was conflicted
and his position as an objective and trusted expert to facilitate meaningful
consultations with those opposed to the development was compromised." 46

44.2.

With reference to the contents of Mr Arendse's report, the court held that
"the perception of Jenkins that Arendse was biased in favour of the [First
Nations Collective] was reasonable in the circumstances. Consequently, the
AFMAS report is tainted and cannot serve the purpose it was intended for". 47

44

Paragraph 143 of the judgment.
At paragraphs 120 -129 (including, notably, allegations of (i) opposition to the development by certain
First Nations Groups and traditional authorities; (ii) lack of participation or withdrawal by certain groups
from the consultation process; (iii) unethical behaviour or a lack of independence on the part of Arendse;
(iv) defects in Mr Arendse's report; and (v) exclusion of certain groups by Mr Arendse).
4s At paragraph 130.
47 At paragraph 130.
45

18
44.3.
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Having earlier referred to the "exclusion of certain groups" from the
engagement process conducted by Mr Arendse, 48 the court held that the
failure of the City of Cape Town and LLPT to provide the court with "precise
details of First Nations Peoples who have an interest in this matter, but was
excluded from the consultation process, was a significant and glaring
admission." 49

44.4.

These findings ultimately informed the court's conclusion at paragraph 131
of the judgment, which appears to be a definitive and final determination of
the legality of the impugned environmental authorisations:

"I am accordingly satisfied that all affected First Nations groups were
not adequately consulted regarding the River Club development. I am
further satisfied that those who were excluded or not adequately
consulted may suffer irreparable harm should the construction continue
pending review proceedings. The harm to be prevented in the present
circumstances is the continuation of the building construction in the
event that the review court finds any irregularity in relation to the
constitutionally protected rights of indigenous groups."

44.5.

After criticising Mr Arendse's report as having "exacerbated" divisions and
mistrust among First Nations Groups, 50 the court held that the "consultation
process involving Arendse was wholly inadequate and an independent
consultant should be appointed for this task". 51 This finding appears to refer

48

At paragraph 127 (third sentence).
At paragraph 130 (final sentence).
50 The first numbered paragraph 132 (final sentence).
51 The second numbered paragraph 132 at page 72 (first sentence).
49

19
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back to the preceding paragraph, in which the court interprets the City's
conditions of approval to anticipate "ongoing engagement" "before and
during the construction". 52

44.6.

After considering the balance of convenience requirement for an interim
interdict, 53 the court turned to the question of urgency, holding that: "[any
undue delay in] instituting urgent review proceedings does not detract from
the duty on the relevant decision makers to properly consult with the First
Nations Peoples, and the duty of the Court to ensure that the rights of
vulnerable indigenous groups are protected. "54 This paragraph concludes
with the finding that "construction must be halted in order to embark on a
proper consultation process". This is entirely at odds with an intention to
grant simple interlocutory relief.

45.

In our view, these findings and the context within which they are made illustrate that
it is simply not possible to separate the ratio decidendi informing the order in
paragraph 145.1(b) from that informing the order in paragraph 145.1(a).

46.

The court indicated that it was "mindful not to inappropriately traverse the purview of
the review court [a]nd that the issues to be determined in the review were considered
for the restricted purpose of determining whether the Applicants make out a strong
case for the interim interdict to be granted". 55 However, in our view this statement is
insufficient to counteract the final character of the court's findings on the deficits in

52

The first numbered paragraph 132 at page 71 (first and second sentences).
At paragraphs 133 - 136, with the main focus being on LLPT's decision to commence construction at
own risk.
54 At paragraph 137 (third sentence).
55 At paragraph 141 of the judgment.
53
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the engagement and consultation process.

47.

This is so, for two main reasons. First, the statement was made in the context of
explaining the court's reasoning for refusing the respondents' strike-out applications.
Second, the "issue of proper and meaningful consultation with all affected First
Nations

Peoples"

constituted

the

"core

consideration"

underpinning

both

components of the order in paragraph 145.1. It is accordingly not possible to tease
out which of the court's findings as to the adequacy of the consultation process
supported each one of the two elements of the paragraph 145.1 order.

It is

accordingly hard to see how this qualifying language can transform the firm findings
identified above, to which the res iudicata principle may reasonably be held to apply,
into mere findings on a prima facie basis.

48.

On balance, we are of the view that the findings detailed in paragraphs 44.1 - 44.2
and 44.4 - 44.6 above form part of the ratio decidendi of the order in paragraph
145 .1 (b ). We do not consider that these findings are capable of being sensibly
construed as being confined to the order in paragraph 145.1(a). We also consider
that they underpin the further finding in paragraph 143 of the judgment which
articulates the "prima facie right".

49.

It will be clear from what we have set out above that the proper construction of the
judgment is challenging for a number of reasons. This is mainly because the court,
contrary to the case presented to it on the papers, crafted relief which necessarily
required it a final determination of the efficacy of the consultation and engagement
process. The paragraph 145.1(a) order had to be based on firm and clear findings,
and this explains the nature of the court's findings in this regard.

f)

r
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50.

However, the attack on the engagement and consultation process was a central pillar
in the applicants' challenge to the environmental decisions.

In fact, in the oral

argument presented to the court in relation to prospects of success in the review, the
alleged problems with the consultation process became by some considerable
measure the main focus of the applicants' submissions on why they should succeed
in the review.

51.

In this regard, the applicants made detailed submissions as to why Mr Arendse was
ill-equipped to conduct the consultation and engagement process and how HWC's
comments and requirements for consultation and engagement had not been
complied with.

52.

It was these submissions, as well as the submissions of the amicus curiae regarding
the nature and extent of consultation required, 56 which directly informed the court's
finding (incorporated in paragraph 145.1 (b) of the judgment) that the meaningful
engagement and consultation with First Nations Groups required in the interim and
final comments of HWC had in fact not taken place, and this process had to be
commenced forthwith and conducted to completion of the process.

53.

To conclude, we are of the view that the court came to firm findings on the adequacy
of the engagement and consultation process with First Nations Groups, and that this
process had failed to meet what HWC in its interim and final comments envisaged
as being necessary.

These were findings that go to a central aspect of the

applicants' review challenge.

" As summarised in considerable detail by the court at paragraphs 97 to 106 of the jucJ)nt.
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54. As such, the court's decision does not qualify as an interlocutory order not having
the effect of a final judgment, and hence section 18(2) of the Superior Courts Act
finds no application.

55. We advise accordingly.

S P ROSENBERG SC
LOUISE FERREIRA
Chambers
Cape Town
4 May 2022

